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The purpose of this study was to identify any potential limitations of Roskam's 
statistical aircraft flight performance estimation method, and to provide processes capable 
of improving those limitations. This project was conducted in collaboration with 
Diamond Aircraft Industries, and as any other general aviation manufacturer with limited 
time, manpower, and financial resources, Diamond wants the new process to be time and 
cost-effective. Presented in this study is a computational alternative that combines the 
speed and accuracy of low-order panel methods with the fully-coupled viscous/inviscid 
interaction method from the ISES code that was developed by Drela and Giles. Its benefit 
is the ability to optimize aerodynamic parameters that are ignored by statistical methods, 
such as multiple taper ratios, aerodynamic and geometric twist. Most notably, cost of this 
method is dramatically reduced by separating the computational domain into a separate 
one for lifting surfaces and one for fuselages. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Statement of the Problem 
Statistical aircraft flight performance estimation methods have found widespread 
use in the general aviation community and in other fields of the aerospace industry. There 
are many sources of statistical aircraft flight performance data, and the methods known as 
Raymer's method, Roskam's method, and Datcom are three best-known ones. Their 
success is certainly due to their flight performance estimation accuracy, but it can also be 
traced back to the unsurpassed time and cost-effectiveness of these methods. However, 
all of these three methods also have the same natural shortcomings, which are typical of 
all statistically derived methods. Namely, not all aircraft design parameters can be 
analyzed and optimized. Nevertheless, any new preliminary aircraft design methodology 
aiming to replace or even just to improve statistical methods will not only have to be very 
accurate, but also time and cost-effective. Possible numerical alternatives are presented 
below. 
Aerodynamic codes generally try to arrive at simplified solutions of Navier-
Stokes equations. Navier-Stokes equations are based upon the existence of flow 
continuity, the conservation of momentum, and the conservation of energy. 
Unfortunately, they cannot be solved easily due to the microscopic scale of turbulence. 
Instead, turbulence is handled with separate empirically-derived models apart from the 
Navier-Stokes solution. The complexity and expense of those solutions dictates further 
simplification of the codes to be useful for iterative design applications. 
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The parabolized Navier-Stokes codes drop the viscous terms in the streamwise 
direction, ignoring the streamwise separation effects. This is the most commonly used 
method in modem commercial CFD packages, but aircraft analyses are still primarily 
computed on large computer clusters or supercomputers, since the computational 
requirements of full-size airplanes exceed the capacities of most desktops. 
If all viscosity effects are ignored and a steady flow is assumed, the Euler 
equations are derived. The Euler codes can handle vortex formation, and with the 
addition of a separate boundary-layer code, they can also estimate viscous and separation 
effects. The potential flow equations are further simplified from the Euler equations by 
assuming irrotational flow. An important characteristic of an inviscid analysis is that in 
the absence of boundary layer separation, pressure drag cannot be computed. In contrast, 
friction drag can be predicted with good accuracy through boundary layer analysis, and 
the induced drag of lifting surfaces is closely approximated once the wake has stabilized. 
Incapable of computing pressure drag, this method is naturally best suited for analyzing 
well-streamlined bodies with little or no flow separation, such as lifting surfaces at low 
angles of attack (AOAs). The potential flow codes are not considered to belong to the 
true CFD methods, but they are probably the most widely used aerodynamics codes that 
treat the entire flowfield rather than just the surface conditions. This is in part due to their 
speed of execution, which depending on the number of panels and speed of the processor 
will take anywhere from one to ten minutes. 
In addition to their speed, another advantage of panel programs is that many of 
them are released under the General Public License. In fact, PMARC-12 (Panel Method 
Ames Research Center), one of the best-known panel programs, was developed under a 
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NASA contract and is available at no charge. Clearly, if a method could be found that can 
be coupled with a panel program and is capable of predicting aerodynamics of fuselages 
with similar accuracy and at reasonable cost, an inexpensive and powerful alternative to 
statistical methods would become available. 
In addition to this group of numerical methods, wind tunnel testing is a well-
proven method of estimating aircraft flight performance. Unfortunately, its cost has 
prevented a widespread use of wind tunnel testing among the general aviation 
manufacturers. While the cost of running wind tunnel models is well below the one of 
running flight tests, it can still reach and exceed $500,000, a figure much higher than the 
cost of running commercial CFD codes. However, not all wind tunnels are that 
expensive. There is an abundance of smaller wind tunnels that do not quite match the 
high Reynolds numbers produced by full-size aircraft at cruise conditions, but that can 
still deliver accurate results as long as the boundary layer transition point on the model is 
at a location typical of higher Reynolds numbers. In order to ensure this situation, 
Reynolds numbers above 2 million should be used, which is about one order of 
magnitude larger than the critical Reynolds number of turbulence-free airflow. 
If a model of Diamond Aircraft's D-Jet, a single-engine business jet, was to be 
run in the wind tunnel at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University with a 30 x 40 inch test 
section and maximum wind velocity of 200 ft/s, the largest Reynolds number than could 
be produced on the model's smallest component in the streamwise direction, the wing, 
would be 250,000. Even with artificial tripping of boundary layers and use of empirical 
Reynolds number correction functions, it would be difficult to predict drag accurately. 
However, if only the fuselage was tested in ERAU's wind tunnel, the largest Reynolds 
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number would climb to 4.4 million. This is not so much due to a slightly increased scale 
of the wind tunnel model, as it is due to a much larger length of the model's smallest 
component in the streamwise direction. As a result, great cost savings can be achieved by 
coupling fuselage testing at small wind tunnels and lifting surfaces analysis with panel 
codes. 
In order to evaluate the need for this novel concept, a Mathcad routine was 
created utilizing Roskam's statistical method for flight performance analysis of D-Jet 
from Diamond Aircraft. Next, another Mathcad routine was created for the same analysis, 
this time using the 3D panel code Personal Simulation Works (PSW) and ERAU's wind 
tunnel. Speed of execution of both methods was observed, their costs compared, and any 
potential limitations of the two methods identified. Finally, a conclusion was made 
regarding whether Roskam's statistical method can be expanded or even replaced 
utilizing time and cost-effective processes. 
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1.2 Nomenclature 
AOA Angle of attack 
AOAstaii Angle of attack at which the maximum coefficient of lift is reached 
AR Aspect ratio 
B J K Velocity potential influence coefficient at control point of panel J due to a 
uniform distribution of unit source on panel K 
Cd 2D coefficient of drag 
CD 3D coefficient of drag 
CDI Induced coefficient of drag 
C J K Velocity potential influence coefficient at control point of panel J due to a 
uniform distribution of unit doublet on panel K 
IT Cf Local skin friction coefficient, — 7 
pU~ 
Ci 2D coefficient of lift 
CL 3D coefficient of lift 
Cm 3D coefficient of lift of horizontal tail 
CLmax Maximum coefficient of lift 
C M 3D coefficient of moment 
C T Local shear stress integral coefficient, — \?dt; 
Cp Pressure coefficient 
dS Differential surface element on configuration 
e Span efficiency 
H Boundary layer shape factor 
MCP Maximum continuous power 
n Unit normal vector to surface 
N s Total number of surface panels 
N w Total number of wake panels 
P An arbitrary point in space 
r Vector between an arbitrary point P and a surface element dS 
S Surface of the configuration 
S oo Imaginary surface at infinity 
t Time 
U Velocity at the outer edge of the boundary layer 
u Velocity in the boundary layer 
rr 
uT Friction velocity, J— 
\P 
V Velocity vector 
Y Velocity influence coefficient at point P due to a uniform distribution of 
unit doublet on panel K. 
v Velocity influence coefficient at point P due to a uniform distribution of 
unit source on panel K. 
aPK 
W Wake surface 
O Total velocity potential 
<|> Perturbation velocity potential 
§ oo Free-stream velocity potential 
JI Doublet singularity strength per unit area 
a Source singularity strength per unit area 
v Kinematic viscosity 
6 
0 Momentum thickness 
5 Boundary layer thickness 
8 Displacement thickness 
x Shear stress 
r| Generalized coordinate along streamline 
% Generalized coordinate normal to surface along streamline 
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1.3 Review of the Literature 
Raymer [1] covers many fields of aircraft design in a very descriptive manner and 
offers a statistical flight performance estimation method, which, however, in contrast to 
his narrations is applicable only to very common-type designs. Roskam [2, 3], on the 
other hand, is very limited in explanations, but offers a more complete statistical 
estimation method and a cookbook approach that is much like (in fact, partially derived 
from) the AFFDL Datcom. Lan and Roskam [4] are very similar in explanations to 
Raymer [1] and are a good addition to the manual-style instructions of Roskam [2, 3]. 
Many insightful explanations and empirical aerodynamic data can be found in Hoerner 
[5, 6], but what is missing is a common thread that leads from conceptual layout to final 
design. Eastlake [7] and Rae [8] are good sources for experimental work and were used 
for collection and evaluation of wind tunnel data. Schlichting and Truckenbrodt [9, 10] 
are very theory-oriented and were useful in creating the numerical flight performance 
estimation routine. Finally, Anderson [11], Katz [12], and McCormick [13] offer detailed 
insight into the techniques of potential flow solvers and were used for derivation of 
formulas shown in Section 3.2. 
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2. CURRENT PRELIMINARY AIRCRAFT DESIGN METHODOLOGY IN 
GENERAL AVIATION 
2 J Choice of Statistical Method 
As mentioned previously, general aviation industry has adopted Raymer's, 
Roskam's, and Datcom statistical methods as their preferred preliminary aircraft design 
tools. Since all three of them have the same strengths and weaknesses, it is not of great 
importance which one of those methods is chosen for demonstration of the statistical 
approach. Since Diamond Aircraft, the project's collaborator, has adopted Roskam's 
method, it was decided to use it for this study as well. 
2.2 Description of the Method 
A Mathcad file was created to allow parameterization of the aircraft's 
performance as a function of flight altitude, aircraft mass, flight speed, and temperature 
deviation from International Standard Atmosphere (ISA). Hence, iterative calculations 
can be performed with a click of a button, and any one of the flight performance 
parameters can be analyzed and plotted as a function of one of the above variables. 
The object of study is D-Jet from Diamond Aircraft. D-Jet is an aircraft of 4,700 
pounds Maximum Take-Off Weight (MTOW), able to carry five people up to 25,000 
feet, with a cabin altitude of 8,000 feet, and a speed of 315 kts. The power is provided by 
a single FJ33-4A fanjet engine from Williams International. This aircraft is predicted to 
set new standards in fuel consumption and noise level, and its orthogonal and isometric 
views are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Orthogonal and isometric views of D-Jet. 
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An integral part of every flight performance calculation are the engine 
performance data, which in this case are available from a Fortran program supplied by 
Williams International, the engine supplier. This engine deck was originally written to 
function as a stand-alone platform, with a text input file requiring new input for every 
single flight condition. Overview of the program's structure and some of the input and 
output parameters is given in Figure 2. 
Input File 
• Power lever angle 
• Flight altitude 
• Flight speed 
• Temperature 





• Fuel consumption 
• Performance of 
internal components 
Figure 2. Original FJ33-4 engine deck. 
In order to integrate the engine deck into Mathcad, it had to be converted to a sub-
routine mode. First, the engine deck was modified to perform eleven sets of calculations 
starting the first set with a Mach number input of zero and finishing the last one with a 
Mach number of one. Changes made to the program are shown in Appendix A. Next, 
communication between the engine deck and Mathcad was established with the help of 
Excel macros written in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). Excel spreadsheets 
embedded inside the Mathcad files are capable of recognizing a change in input variables 
that they are linked to and automatically execute new calculations based on the new input 
11 
data from Mathcad. This capability was used to activate a macro whenever Excel 
recognizes a change in input parameters. The VBA macro reads in the new command line 
arguments and launches a batch file that, in turn, executes the engine deck according to 
the new input from Mathcad. Since the macro has to wait for the engine deck to finish 
writing to the output file, it goes into sleep mode for two seconds and then retrieves the 
results from the output file and imports them into Excel. The VBA code is included in 
Appendix B and the structure of the modified sub-routine engine deck is shown below. 








Visual Basic for 
Applications 
VBA waits for output file to 
be written and imports the 













• < — 
Fortran 
(Repeats the program 
for Mach Numbers 
from 0.0 to 1.0 
in 0.1 intervals) 
Figure 3. Modified FJ33-4 engine deck. 
As a result of its integration into Mathcad, the engine deck is capable of 
evaluating any of the input parameters that affect flight performance, which include 
power lever angle, flight altitude, program-mode, temperature deviation from 
international standard atmosphere (ISA), and Mach number. Engine performance is 
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evaluated at Sea Level, Flight Level (FL) 100 (10,000 ft), FL 200, FL 250, and FL 300. 
In addition, at each one of the altitudes engine performance is evaluated at 60%, 80%, 
and 100% of maximum continuous power. This results in a total of 15 different flight 
cases, and each one of them is evaluated by a different Excel spreadsheet. The input 
variables are entered in the top row, and the first one of them is the power lever angle 
(PLA). PLA settings are defined as follows: 
• 90 degrees for take-off (Mach number of 0.3 must not be exceeded), 
• 72 degrees for maximum continuous power, 
• 62.4 degrees for 80% of maximum continuous power, 
• 52.8 degrees for 60% of maximum continuous power, and 
• 19 degrees for idle setting. 
Power mode is the input variable which determines the format of input variables, 
and for the format presented in this paper power mode 17 is used. One of the embedded 
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Figure 4. Embedded Excel spreadsheet with Visual Basic for Applications output. 
In addition to an engine deck, airfoil's polars are needed as well. The design of an 
airfoil usually starts with definition of desired or required characteristics. These can be a 
certain range of lift coefficients, Reynolds or Mach numbers, where the airfoil should 
perform best, stall characteristics, moment coefficient, thickness, low drag, high lift, or 
any combination of such requirements. Starting from this point, each designer has his 
own way and his preferred tools to proceed. Some like to use an inverse design code to 
prescribe flow parameters and get the resulting geometry (airfoil) from the code. Others 
like to use a starting airfoil and use analysis codes to continue in a trial and error style to 
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find a better airfoil shape. X-Foil is a second order panel method code, whose modules 
include airfoil design as well as airfoil analysis tools, so that both of the approaches 
described above can be followed using it. In this case, only airfoil analysis had to be 
performed since airfoil design was carried out in a separate process by Diamond Aircraft 
engineers. The resultant geometry was supplied by Diamond and evaluated in X-Foil. 
Unlike the engine deck, X-Foil is kept in main routine mode since its operation requires 
careful manipulation of geometry coordinates and automation of operator input is likely 
to result in output of inferior accuracy. 
Let's pause for a moment and remember a few statements made earlier. It was 
mentioned that panel codes use potential flow theory, which assumes irrotational and 
inviscid flow. How can then X-Foil be used to predict profile drag of an airfoil? X-Foil 
uses potential flow theory adjusted with Karman-Tsien correction to calculate the total 
velocity at each point on the airfoil surface and wake, with contributions from the 
freestream, the airfoil surface vorticity, and the equivalent viscous source distribution. 
This is incorporated into the viscous equations, yielding a nonlinear elliptic system which 
is solved by a full-Newton method. The viscous equations use empirical information to 
determine the onset of separation, and therefore careful attention must be paid to the 
limitations of such an approach. The empirical information supplied in X-Foil is valid 
only for well streamlined bodies such as lifting surfaces, and only in cases of negligible 
spanwise flow. In other words, only two-dimensional wing sections can be analyzed, and 
only on those wings that have little or no sweep. Figure 5 shows an overview of the 
branches of aerodynamic codes and illustrates the separate category that X-Foil occupies. 
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Navier-Stokes solvers 
• Calculate lift and drag 
accurately 
• Analyze any arbitrary 
shape accurately 
• High computational 
cost 
^ A. ^ 
Flow assumed inviscid 
and irrotational 
Pure potential flow 
solvers 
Calculate only lift 
accurately 




Flow assumed inviscid 




Coupled potential flow 
solvers 
Calculate lift and drag 
accurately 




Figure 5. Categories of aerodynamic codes. 
What Figure 5 tells us is that both categories of potential flow solvers, the pure 
and the coupled ones, have their share of strengths and limitations. The pure ones, on the 
one hand, do not rely on information that is only accurate for two-dimensional flow, and 
can therefore accurately represent the complex flows over entire wings. However, they do 
not have the capacity to model separation, and hence their outputs are not reliable for 
bodies that are not as well streamlined as lifting surfaces. Coupled panel codes, on the 
other hand, can only analyze two-dimensional airfoils, but they are capable of providing 
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accurate friction and pressure drag results. Fortunately, these two panel code types 
supplement each other, and together they are capable of predicting lift and drag of entire 
wings, as outlined in this paper's section titled Program Mechanics. Figure 6 shows a 
sample X-Foil graphics output window. 
Figure 6. Sample X-Foil graphics output. 
Having discussed the origins of propulsion and airfoil data, let's turn our attention 
to the overall structure of the statistical simulation program. Figure 7 provides the 
flowchart of Mathcad's script. 
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Wave drag 
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Zero lift drag 


















Drag due to lift 
Wave drag 
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Figure 7. Statistical simulation program. 
As shown in Figure 7, submodules named Geometry, Lift Curve, and Polars 
require user input, whereas the rest of the program consists of autonomously operating 
calculation blocks that lead to estimation of the total drag. Finally, total drag combined 
with thrust data results in estimation of flight performance as a function of mass, altitude, 
thrust, velocity, and temperature. 
All calculation blocks follow the instructions from Roskam [2, 3], and Appendix 
C includes a printout of the entire Mathcad script with detailed source references. 
Therefore, the technique of calculation appears to be documented enough and will not be 
described in any more detail in this section. It is important, however, to emphasize the 
nature of this estimation method and to understand its advantages and shortcomings. This 
is best done by looking at some typical calculations involved in this method. For 
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example, Figure 8 shows how the induced drag coefficient is calculated. The dotted curve 
on the left side of the graph results from the equation: 
Cn = 
neAR 
and is valid only for the incompressible flow speed regime, whereas the dotted curve on 
the far right side of the graph is a statistical approximation for the compressible flow 
regime. The inherent inaccuracy of this approach is highlighted by the fact that D-Jet's 
induced drag coefficient at cruise is calculated by a linear interpolation of those two 
methods, shown with the solid curve that is placed between the dotted ones. 





Figure 8. Statistical estimation of the induced drag coefficient. 
Another source of inaccuracy is the method's overall simplification of all possible 
aircraft geometries into a few commonly used ones. In fact, sometimes it is not possible 
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to specify geometry at all, but all aircraft use the same values for parameters which, as in 
the case of interference factors, are very geometry-dependent. Figure 9 illustrates that the 
wing-fuselage interference factor is only a function of the Mach and Reynolds numbers, 
but not of the radius of the intersection fillet. Unfortunately, there are large variations in 
the interference drag for each one of the aircraft configurations, and this method is 
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Figure 9. Wing-fuselage interference factor estimation. 
Additional shortcomings include the following: 
o Wing layout - Roskam assumes a single-tapered wing, and more complex layouts 
must be simplified in geometry to be analyzed. 
o Span efficiency versus AOA - an approximated span efficiency must be used, and 
it is held constant for all flight conditions (in contrast to PSW, which is capable of 
calculating a span efficiency as a function of AOA and atmospheric conditions) 
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o Winglets - statistical methods cannot be used as a design tool for winglets, and 
even their generic performance estimation capabilities are very limited, since 
there is relatively little statistical data available on their performance. 
o Fuselage moment contribution - Roskam does not provide means for calculating 
the moment produced by the fuselage as a function of AOA, and if those data are 
not available from experimental or numerical methods, the calculated trim drag 
will yield under-predicted results. 
o Poor inlet interference approximation - inlet drag is computed in the same way as 
the fuselage drag, and the interference of the two bodies is not taken into account 
(which might be a good approximation for externally mounted engines, but it does 
not work very well for layouts with internal engines). 
On the other hand, clear advantage of Roskam's statistical method is the time of 
its computation. Changes in performance due to variation of parameters that can be 
modeled in Roskam's method (such as wing area, span, aspect ratio) can be analyzed 
within seconds, making this method an efficient tool for preliminary design. In addition, 
Roskam's method has proven accurate for large variety of aircraft design layouts. Its 
limited number of input flight performance parameters, however, prevents it from 
expanding from an evaluation method to an universal flight performance optimization 
tool 
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3. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCESSES DESIGNED TO 
SUPPLEMENT STATISTICAL METHODS 
3.1 Purpose of Supplemental Processes 
Since Roskam's method is conveniently structured as a drag build-up calculation, 
it is possible to substitute another method for parts of the calculation. For example, it was 
identified that Roskam's fuselage drag estimation method lacks the ability to predict the 
fuselage moment as a function of AOA. Fortunately, this set of data can be supplied 
from, among other methods, wind tunnel testing, and can be seamlessly integrated into 
the statistical drag estimation. In the same way, entire components of aircraft can be 
evaluated with different methods. 
In order to demonstrate the modularity of Roskam's technique, a completely new 
Mathcad routine was created with the same parameterization as the statistical version, but 
consisting of modules that use different techniques of drag estimation. Despite its layout 
as a stand-alone platform, the new Mathcad routine is just as modular as the old one and 
they both can be used to supplement each other in parts of their calculation. 
The new method was designed with a goal of eliminating many of the limitations 
that are associated with Roskam's method while keeping the level of complexity as low 
as possible. Its feasibility, therefore, will be judged based not only on its accuracy, but on 
its computational and monetary costs as well. As discussed earlier, cost will be 
minimized by using ERAU's wind tunnel for fuselage testing and the 3D panel code 
Personal Simulation Works for lifting surfaces drag evaluation. 
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3.2 Panel Method 
Panel Method assumes a surface subdivided into a large number of generally 
rectangular panels and separates the field into inner and outer regions. Depending on the 
formulation, either one of them may be analyzed, the other remaining a fictitious flow. 
Most aerodynamic problems target the outer region. Flow is assumed to be 
incompressible, irrotational, and inviscid. Velocity potentials in both regions are assumed 
to satisfy Laplace's equation: 
V2<P = 0 Ref. [13] 
Using Green's Theorem applied to the total velocity potential, the first integral 
represents the disturbance potential from a surface distribution of doublets whose 
strength is (O-Oi) per unit area, and the second integral represents the contribution from 
a surface distribution of sources whose strength is -n • (VO - VO, ) per unit area. This 
produces the following equation: 
*»=TZ l!(®-®,)»-v{^dS - ±- \\ U) «.(V<D-VO,)JS Ref-
4
*S +£L KrJ tXs+H^r-
[12] 
Due to the fact that the perturbation potential at infinity is zero, the following 
simplification can be made: 
+
 }-J\^-^L)n-^ds + K Ref[12] 
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Integrals become singular at point P if it lies on the surface. The point is excluded 
from the integration by assuming a hemispherical deformation of the surface with P as its 
center. Evaluating the integral by assuming a hemispherical deformation of the surface 
with a point P as its center and allowing its radius to shrink to zero, the contribution at P 
becomes l/2(0-Oi)p if P is an exterior point, and if not, the negative of that value is 
assigned. Thus for interior surface points we get: 
+
 7zii^>-®^"-^) dS + +*> ~ {(*-*.)? Ref. [12] 4K 
w 
For points P inside the surface, the equation becomes: 
° = TjS*"-vi^dS ' TJB) »-(v*-v#.)ds 
*XS-P W AK sKr' 
+
 J-IS(®U-®L)Z-^) dS - - </>P Ref. [12] 
We can also write for doublet and source strengths: 
4/r// = (/> = ( O - O 
\KG = - » - ( V < D - V ^ ) Ref. [12] 
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If the normal velocity at the surface is zero or has some known value we can write 
for surface source strengths: 
4 V norm oo / Ref. [12] 
The surface normal velocity (as often used for engine inlets and outlets) can be 
defined by the user and the onset velocity vector is known. This yields the following 
integral equation in which the doublet strength over the surface is unknown: 
0 = Ijju ^-vfrj dS-2/rjup + Jj(?J dS + JJ/v »-v(4j dS Ref. [12] 
s-p r -I s r w r 
The potential at any point P can be expressed as: 
* # . = \\» a.v{±) ds+ KMP + Jj(|) ds + \\Mw «-N{± 
S-P As w 
r ) dS + ^ p Ref. [12] 
K may have one of the following three values: 
1. if P is not on the surface, K is zero, 
2. if P lies on a smooth part of the outer or inner surface, K becomes 2n or -27i, 
respectively, and 
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3. if P lies on a crease in the surface forming a solid angle, K is equal to the 
angle. 
When the surface is broken up into panels, a discretized form can be used, 
creating surface integrals over each panel. Because Cmarc is based on the low order 
panel method, it assumes that the strengths of sources and doublets are constant over a 
panel and, therefore, doublet and source strengths can be factored out of the discretized 
integrals. 
Surface integrals are summed for all panels, which produces a set of simultaneous 
linear equations to be solved for the unknown doublet strength on each panel. The surface 
integrals represent the velocity potential influence coefficients CJK and BJK for each panel 
K acting on the control point of a given panel J. The resultant equation becomes: 
^ N, NH 
XU: CJK ) + Z f c BJK ) + Z K CJL) = 0 
K=\ K = \ 1=1 
where BJK = J J T dS CJK = \\n • V f T J dS Cjj = -2TT 
K r K r 
The equations above can be solved for all panels to form the coefficient matrix, 
since they are only functions of model geometry. Source values, which are known, can be 
transferred to the right side of the matrix equation. Wake doublet values can be found as 
Ref [12] 
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functions of surface doublet values, leaving the surface doublet strengths the only 
unknowns. 
Having obtained the influence coefficients, Cmarc solves iteratively for the 
unknown doublet strengths. Convergence is directed by applying to the current vector a 
correction vector derived from the history of previous solutions. Termination of the 
convergence is controlled by an iteration limit and a tolerance, both of which are set by 
the user in the input file. The tolerance is the percentage difference between successive 
values of the element in the solution vector that shows the largest change between 
successive iterations. Values between 0.01 and 0.0005 have proven satisfactory; 0.0005 is 
the default. Convergence usually occurs within 50 and 150 iterations on the first time 
step, and in fewer iterations thereafter. 
Cmarc computes induced drag by evaluating the following integral along a line of 
intersection between the wake and a plane (also called Trefftz plane) normal to the 
velocity vector and located far downstream of the lifting surface: 
a = £ f YVndl Ref. [11] 
1
 2 **ake 
where Vn is the normal component of the induced velocity on the wake at the 
Trefftz plane, and Y is the circulation on the lifting surface at the corresponding spanwise 
location. 
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3.3 Personal Simulation Works 
Personal Simulation Works is a streamline-body design and analysis package, 
comprising programs for surface definition, flow analysis, and data visualization. Its three 
principal elements are Loftsman/P, Cmarc, and Postmarc. Loftsman/P is a lofting 
program for wings, fuselages, and hulls. It provides complex wing and body shapes, full 
and partial fuel capacities in various flight attitudes, and facilities for designing flap and 
control surface sections and flap kinematics. 
Cmarc is a inviscid fluid flow analysis code of the type known as a low order 
panel method. Low order panel methods, in which the calculated coefficient of pressure 
for each panel is applied uniformly over the entire panel, have been shown to provide 
virtually the same level of accuracy as higher-order methods, in which pressure gradients 
are calculated within panels, as long as the meshing of the model is sufficiently dense, 
particularly in areas of rapidly changing pressure coefficient. With desktop computers 
currently available in the Propulsion and Aerodynamics Computational Lab at ERAU, 
dense meshes of 5000 or more panels for a half-model can be analyzed in less than five 
minutes. 
Postmarc is a graphic postprocessor for Cmarc and PMARC-12 output files. 
Postmarc provides rotatable and zoomable views of the body and wake, with color 
mappings of pressure, velocity, and Mach number; vector arrows representing local 
velocities, and on and off-body streamlines and wakes. On-body streamline display 
includes boundary layer analysis. Data may be displayed for a single output file or for the 
difference between two output files for the same body (for example with different AOAs 
or geometry dimensions). 
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Streamlines can be analyzed individually, for example to determine the location 
of laminar transition, or the entire surface of the model can be covered with streamlines 
and the boundary layer conditions calculated for each one. The complete boundary layer 
of the model can then be modeled, and such parameters as boundary-layer thickness and 
friction coefficient can be spectrum-plotted. The friction coefficient can be integrated 
over the surface to obtain the friction drag. 
Knowing pressures over the complete airplane means knowing flight loads, and 
knowing how pressures vary with AOA means knowing stability derivatives. Digital 
Wind Tunnel, an optional component of PSW, calculates static and dynamic stability, 
elevator setting for trim, neutral point, and roll rate by repeatedly analyzing the model at 
various angles of attack and yaw and over a range of control-surface deflections. 
3.4 Analysis Procedure 
Detailed dimensions were obtained from Diamond, and solid modeling and 
meshing were done in Loftsman/P. The aircraft's symmetric proportions made it possible 
that only the starboard side of the aircraft had to be created, meshed, and solved, whereas 
the port side was mirrored only for visualization purposes. The size of the grid was 
chosen based on the author's previous experience with parabolized Navier-Stokes 
solvers, which require dense meshes. Unfortunately, the size of the final mesh by far 
exceeded 5,000 panels, which according to PSW's co-developer Peter Garrison is the 
upper limit of a symmetric full-aircraft analysis. As a result, Cmarc analyses kept 
crashing and no solution could be obtained. Hence, meshing work had to be repeated and 
this time the final mesh size measured just under 4,000 panels. It should be noted that 
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even though the PSW package is far more developed than its predecessor PMARC-12, 
the meshing process is still partially manual and very time-intensive. Blending just two 
3D surfaces can take a few hours. 
Cmarc calculated the second mesh analyses on a 2GHz desktop within four 
minutes. A total of 9 runs were conducted for each one of the wing designs (which are 
described in Section 4.3), adding up to a total of 36 runs. In addition, numerous runs were 
conducted during the testing phase to ensure validity of the solution. Nonetheless, all of 
the PSW work was completed during one academic semester and utilizing relatively 
simple hardware, which is a testament to the software's feasibility as an effective low-
cost aircraft design tool. 
Figure 10 shows a spectrum plot of Mach numbers at cruise speed and altitude. 
Red color displays regions of low and blue color regions of high Mach numbers. As 
could have been predicted, the nose of the aircraft and the base of the windshield are 
portrayed in red colors. The same is true for the inside region of the engine inlet, where 
the inlet geometry is designed to maximize static pressure. On the contrary, the top 
surface of the wing is all in blue, with the color intensity reaching a peak at the maximum 
thickness of the chord length and close to the root of the wing, since the root airfoil has a 
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Figure 10. Mach number distribution. 
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Figure 11 shows the distribution of local static pressure coefficient. Red stands for 
low pressure, and blue for high pressure. The same reasoning as for the Mach number can 
be used, and accordingly, the top of the cabin shows a region of very low pressure. Figure 
11 also clearly shows how the wing influences the pressure distribution on the fuselage, 
creating a region of low pressure on the fuselage section close to the wing. 
Figure 12 is a obtained by subtracting the incompressible coefficient of pressure 
values from the compressible values. Karman-Tsien correction was used in the 
compressible solution. According to Figure 12, coefficient of pressure drops in value up 
to 0.164 in cruise due to local compressibility effects. This result prompted the author not 
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Figure 12. Difference between compressible and incompressible local static pressure coefficients. 
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On-body streamlines are calculated using a subsequent boundary layer analysis. 
Interestingly, Figure 13 shows that the streamlines that are sucked in by the engine are 
not at the lateral free-stream location of the air inlets. Instead, they flow along the lower 
surface of the fuselage and then curl sideways and upwards induced by the upwash from 
the wing. This leads to a more turbulent engine airflow than if the engines were 
positioned aft of the wings, as is usually seen on conventional business jet layouts (which 
cannot be used in this case, since this aircraft is powered by only one engine). The 
suction effect of the operating engine was produced by specifying a velocity 10% higher 
than the free-stream velocity at a boundary located five inches inside of the engine inlet 
and positioned normal to the free-stream flow direction. It is also worth noting that PSW 
predicts partial separation from the engine cowling just past the trailing edge of the wing, 
which is shown with a single streamline leaving the contour of the aircraft. 
Figure 14 demonstrates PSW's capability to plot off-body streamlines in any 






























Figure 14. Off-body streamlines plotted as a distribution of Mach number. 
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3,5 Wind Tunnel Testine 
The wind tunnel that was used is located at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 
University, Daytona Beach, and was built primarily for instructional purposes. It is an 
open-circuit tunnel with a rectangular test section of 30 x 40 inches in cross-sectional 
area and 60 inches in length. The tunnel is powered by an electric 50 horsepower DC 
motor that drives a 66 inch diameter fan with eight blades, providing a maximum speed 
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Figure 15. ERAU 30 x 40 inch wind tunnel. 
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The force balance installed in the wind tunnel is a pyramidal strain gage balance 
system from Aerolab, remotely adjustable in angle of attack and yaw over a ±25 degrees 
range. Force balance data were collected with WINDT2002V2.vi LabView data 
acquisition and reduction program, which uses a PCI-6071E Data Acquisition Card. Base 
drag data were obtained from a conventional manometer. 
As explained previously, only the fuselage was produced and tested. Diamond 
supplied the author with all the necessary dimensions of the fuselage and its solid model 
is shown in Figure 16. 
Figure 16. Solid model of the fuselage. 
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CATIA V5 was used to create a tool path from the solid model, which then was 
fed into the Komo VR408P 3-Axis CNC milling machine. The material selected was high 
density blue styrofoam, which allowed easy sanding of the test model and installation of 
internal gear. The model has an internal 1.5 x 3.5 inch block of wood, which increased 
the structural stability and provided an adequate mount for the test balance strut. Figure 
17 shows the wind tunnel model inside the test section. 
Figure 17. Wind tunnel model inside the test section. 
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Several tests were run with models of varying surface roughness to find the test 
model's surface properties that produced the least amount of drag. Further, a base drag 
correction needed to be made due to the lack of the engine's exhaust plume and the 
consequent wake formation at the wind tunnel model engine outlet. This was 
accomplished by measuring the surface pressure at the engine outlet, subtracting it from 
the static pressure in the engine's outlet cross-sectional plane, and multiplying the result 
by the engine's outlet area. The obtained value corresponds to the excess base drag, and it 
had to be measured separately for each test condition and subtracted from each drag 
result obtained from the force balance. This gives, in effect, the fuselage drag without any 
engine influence. The presence of the exhaust plume would have to be added back into 
the fuselage drag, but no attempt to quantify this effect was made in this study. 
In addition, Reynolds number corrections were performed to balance the lower lift 
and higher drag produced due to the difference in Reynolds number between the wind 
tunnel experiment and the full-size aircraft at cruise. These corrections are empirically 
derived relations between the lift and drag results of the same model at different 
Reynolds numbers. ERAU has done its own comparisons and uses the following 
correction equations: 
(C ) = (C ) /^QFULLSIZE \0 13 
^
 LMAX ^CORRECTED ^ LMAX J MEASURED V T>
 p 
r^MODEL 
(C ) =(C ) ( M0DEL \020 
^
 DMAX 'CORRECTED ^ DMAX ^ MEASURED ^ p ~ 
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3.6 Program Mechanics 
The numerical simulation program largely differs from the statistical one, as can 
be seen from its script's flowchart shown below. 
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Figure 18. Numerical simulation program. 
In addition to the geometry and airfoil data that also had to be supplied to the 
statistical simulation program, the numerical version requires additional results from the 
panel code and wind tunnel testing. The flowchart indicates that there are two separate 
domains in which user input is required. In reality, all data are entered at the same time 
and at the same location in the script; some of them are just looked up sooner than others, 
and the division of domains was used to illustrate the sequence of operations. 
The following are the computational steps of the Mathcad routine, which is 
included in Appendix D: 
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1. Units, constants, and atmospheric conditions are created. 
2. Engine performance data are calculated from the engine deck sub-routine. 
3. Dimensions and geometry of the aircraft are defined. 
4. Wing partitioning data, such as areas of partitions, spanwise location of partitions, 
and chord lengths along those spanwise locations are imported from PSW. 
Spanwise location and chord length of partitions are defined as shown below. 
Partition area 
Chord length 
Figure 19. Definition of wing partitions' geometry. 
5. CL and CM data are imported from PSW for each of the wing partitions for a range 
of AOAs from zero to 16 degrees with increments of 2 degrees. 
6. Area-weighted CL average values are calculated for all AOAs. Symmetric lift 
distribution is assumed, as shown below. 
2 1 







where: b = wing span 
C{ = coefficient of lift of the i-th partition 
S = wing area 
cl = chord length of the i-th partition 
The CL values calculated above stem from an inviscid solution and, hence, their 
CL versus AOA curve is a linear function. In order to simulate separation effects, 
a function is built in which allows the CL values of each one of the partitions to 
get only as high as the specified 3D CLmax value for that airfoil. In other words, 
the non-linear CL versus alpha curve is approximated with a linear function which 
is limited to CLmax- It is anticipated that this approximation will deliver slightly 
over-predicted average CL values at high AOAs, but it should be accurate at 
cruise condition. 
A graph is created for validation purposes. Plotted are the modified and 
unmodified CL versus AOA curves so that they can be compared against each 
other. In addition, 2D lift curve data points were available for the same airfoil 
from a wind tunnel test conducted at German Aerospace Center. Those were 
converted to the 3D flow regime and displayed with other lift curves in Figure 20. 
[t can be seen that the modified and unmodified lift curves, both displayed in red, 
}nly differ at high AOA. Interestingly, the modified lift curve for the entire wing 
ioes not exhibit a sharp CLmax transition behavior as do the partitions' lift curves 
of which it is comprised. This is due to the fact that each one of the partitions 
experiences a slightly different AOA, and therefore, CLmax is not reached by all 
partitions at the same time. Comparing the modified approximation with 
experimental data, the anticipated over-prediction of Ci values at high AOAs can 
be observed. It happens primarily in three regions: at very low AOAs, at the 
transition from the linear range, and at AOAs beyond the AOAstan. It should be 
noted, however, that the inaccuracies at very low AOAs and those beyond the 
AOAstaii will never be felt, since Mathcad will only accept AOA values that 
correspond to positive CL values up to the CLmax. Hence, the only region of 
inaccuracy that matters is the transition from linear to non-linear lift curve, and 
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Figure 20. Modified, unmodified, and experimental CL versus AOA curves. 
9. Horizontal tail CL values are found for trimmed steady-level flight. The balance 
equation used for calculation is shown below. 
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where: CM = wing moment coefficient 
CM = fuselage moment coefficient 
W= maximum take-off weight 
Cf = horizontal tail lift coefficient 
Sw = wing area 
SH = horizontal tail area 
xAC = wing aerodynamic center 
xCG = center of gravity 
xAC = horizontal tail aerodynamic center 
10. Wing AOAs are found for horizontal cruise flight. This is accomplished by using 
Mathcad's "Find" function, which in this case finds the common solution to the 
following two functions: 
function which relates the wing lift coefficient and AOA 
function which computes the required wing lift coefficient due to the 
aircraft weight, speed, and horizontal tail lift coefficient. 
11. Once the relationship between the AOA and aircraft weight and speed was 
known, a function was created which relates the CL values calculated by PSW and 
aircraft weight and speed. 
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12. Prandtl-Glauert compressibility correction, which is shown below, is applied to 
the wing lift distribution. 
ss^i \ ^ A* 'incompressible 
V L„ 'compressible I T 
V l - M 2 
13. Figure 21 shows a plot of lift distributions for various AOAs, as well as the 
comparison of compressible and incompressible distributions, both marked with 
crosses. The graph shows that the compressibility effects can be noticed, and their 
result is a slight increase in local CL values. The previously mentioned CLmax 
condition is also displayed with a flat top of the lift distributions at high AOAs. 
As can be seen, there is a dip in the curves near the wingtip. That is the result of 
















Figure 21. Wing lift distribution at various angles of attack. 
14. Airfoil polars are imported from X-Foil. Each airfoil was evaluated for three 
different Reynolds numbers and for an AOA range of negative five to twenty 
degrees with increments of half a degree. Tabulated results are shown in Figure 
22, whereas the plots of Q versus AOA, Cd versus AOA, and C\ versus Cd are 
shown in Figures 23, 24, and 25 respectively. 
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Re = 2 million Re = 4 million Re = 10 million 

















































































































































































































































































Figure 22. X-Foil Q and Cd results for three different Reynolds numbers. 
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Figure 25. C| versus Cd 
15. The next step involves assignment of X-Foil-derived Cd values to PSW-derived Ci 
values. As explained previously, the wing was split up into 23 spanwise segments, 
and PSW was used to find Ci values for each one of these strips. Since the polars 
provide the relation between coefficients of lift and drag, Cd values are now 
known for each one of the wing strips. In other words, the lift distribution is 
translated into a drag distribution, and both are computed in variation with 
Reynolds number. Reynolds number is programmed as a function of flight speed, 
altitude, temperature, and reference length. Since each one of the wing partitions 
has a different chord length, different Reynolds numbers are calculated for each 
one of the partitions. Since different polars are used for different Reynolds 
numbers, each one of the wing strips is assigned to a different polar curve. 
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16. Span efficiencies are calculated in PSW using the perturbation velocities induced 
by the wing and its wake (also known as the Trefftz Plane analysis). Finally, the 
total wing drag is computed by adding the zero-lift drag coefficient and the lift 
coefficient due to lift, and multiplying them both by the reference area and 
dynamic pressure. 
17. Once the drag of the wing was known, the horizontal and vertical tail were 
analyzed. For the sake of simplicity, the strip method and PSW were not used for 
calculation of the lift and drag distribution of the tail. Instead, the balance 
equation from step 9 was used to find the Cui value, which was then used for 
calculation of the profile and induced drag. Profile drag was determined using the 
same coefficient of lift to coefficient of drag transformation as for the wing, 
except that a different drag polar was employed. The induced drag was found 
using the formula from Prandtl's classical lifting line theory (shown below) and a 
span efficiency value of 0.75 (taken from Roskam [3], section 4.4.1.2). 
C 2 
C = L D
' mAR 
18. Similarly as in the case of the wing, the horizontal tail zero-lift drag coefficient 
and drag coefficient due to lift were added, and then multiplied by the horizontal 
tail area and dynamic pressure. Vertical tail drag was calculated in the same way, 
except that the vertical tail drag coefficient was multiplied by the vertical tail area. 
Also, a zero side slip flight condition was assumed and therefore no induced drag 
calculated for the vertical tail. 
19. The next step involved calculation of fuselage drag. As explained previously, the 
fuselage drag coefficient was obtained from wind tunnel testing. Following the 
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same programming steps as for the wing, the drag coefficient was calculated as a 
function of the aircraft AOA. The difference between the wing AOA and the 
fuselage AOA was found by setting the fuselage zero-lift AOA equal to the wing 
AOA at cruise condition. The purpose of this technique to minimize the aircraft 
drag at cruise condition. Results are shown in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26. Fuselage CD versus calibrated speed. 
20. The final step was to sum the drag results of all individual aircraft components 
and multiply them by a factor of 1.1, which is Diamond's method (also used by 
many other general aviation manufacturers) of taking into account the interference 
drag and miscellaneous drag (caused by antennas, imperfections, etc.). 
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4. ASSESSMENT AND APPLICATION 
4.1 Engine Performance 
Since the engine performance data are an important factor in flight performance 
estimation, they will be presented and analyzed before the flight performance results of 
the statistical and numerical estimation methods are compared to each other. As 
mentioned before, identical engine decks and analysis procedures were used in both 
Mathcad routines. Figures 27-31 show plots of thrust versus true airspeed at various 
altitudes and power settings. Solid lines represent 100%, dash lines 80%, and dash-dot 
(dadot) lines 60% of maximum continuous power (MCP). Each one of the thrust curves 
decreases with airspeed, which is in accordance with theory. It can also be observed that 
the performance increase does not vary linearly with power settings. Figure 32 shows fuel 
consumption at sea level, FL 100, FL 200, FL 250, and FL 300, whereas Figures 33-37 
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Figure 32. Fuel consumption at 100% MCP versus true airspeed at various altitudes. 
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Figure 35. Fuel consumption versus true airspeed at FL 200. 
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Figure 36. Fuel consumption versus true airspeed at FL 250. 
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Figure 37. Fuel consumption versus true airspeed at FL 300. 
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4.2 Flight Performance Results 
Recalling previous sections, two Mathcad files were created to evaluate D-Jet's 
flight performance. Both files use the same engine performance analysis, and they both 
rely on the same method for creating airfoil polars. However, the rest of their code is very 
different: the first program uses Roskam's statistical data to estimate drag of the aircraft, 
whereas the second program uses a combination of a panel method code and 
experimental wind tunnel testing to accomplish the same task. How did the results 
compare? What are their differences? Do they have similarities? Analysis of results and 
answers to these questions are presented below. 
Figure 38 presents rates of climb at sea level and at various power settings 
produced with both methods; solid lines show statistical results, whereas dotted lines 
show results obtained with the method that incorporates wind tunnel testing and 
numerical predictions. Red, blue, and magenta colors are used for power settings of 
100%o, 80%o, and 60% of maximum continuous power, respectively. Two features can be 
instantly observed: numerical results predict lower maximum rates of climb, but both 
analyses calculate similar level flight top speeds (that is, speeds at which the maximum 
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Figure 38. Numerical and statistical rate of climb in ft/min versus true airspeed in knots at sea level. 
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Since both estimation methods predict similar top speeds, it can be concluded that 
they both estimated similar zero-lift drag results. On the contrary, based on the difference 
in rates of climb at lower velocities, different values of drag due to lift seem to have been 
calculated. 
It is nearly impossible to determine which one of the methods delivered more 
accurate drag due to lift results, since no flight test data are available. What can be done, 
however, is to uncover the source of deviating results. Drag due to lift results of the two 
methods were compared against each other for each one of the aircraft components, and it 
was found out that the fuselage results differed significantly more than the drag values of 
the other components. The dotted line in Figure 39 shows the wind tunnel test model CD 
values, whereas the solid line shows the summation of statistically calculated CD values 
of fuselage, inlets, and windshield. 
0.03 
0 02 
CD3_clean(2000kg ,0tt, vCAS, dISA) 
C Df use(2000kg, VQAS ,0ft, d ISA) 
001 
w 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
VCAS 
kts 
Figure 39. Fuselage CD values versus airspeed at sea level. 
Which method predicted more accurate results? The disadvantage of the statistical 
approach is that it is not well-suited for innovative and rare designs, whereas the 
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experimental method might have been affected by the relatively low Reynolds number 
produced in ERAU's wind tunnel. However, since no flight test data are available at this 
moment, it is not possible to conclude which method was more accurate. 
4.3 Wing Layout Comparisons 
D-Jet's wing layout had not been finalized at the time of writing of this document. 
Two different wing areas and airfoils were in discussion, and Diamond was trying to find 
out which combination provided the best compromise between the rate of climb and 
cruise speed. All previous calculations were made using a wing area of 15.8 square 
meters, span of 11.8 meters, and an airfoil which was custom-designed for Diamond by 
the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and was called DLRBS. In addition, Diamond was 
also interested in the DOA5 airfoil, which was designed by Dornier and used on Do-228 
aircraft. Finally, Diamond was also looking at the possibility of employing larger flaps 
and reducing the wing area to 12.8 square meters and span to 9.6 meters. For simplicity, 
each one of the design cases was given a name, as shown in Table 1. 

























4.4 Analysis of Results 
Upon request, Diamond provided the author with polars for both airfoils, but 
coordinates were available only for the DLRBS airfoil. This eliminated the possibility of 
using the numerical method, since its PSW panel code requires the airfoil coordinates in 
the definition of wing surface. Hence, the statistical method was used. Figures 40-63 
show the calculated rates of climb of various wing layouts at various altitudes and power 
settings. Solid lines represent 100%, dash lines 80%, and dadot lines 60% of maximum 
continuous power. In addition, Figures 40, 46, 52, and 58 portray the aircraft's flight 
performance at sea level as a function of various aircraft gross weights as well; curves 
with circles show aircraft weights of 1800 kg and those with crosses show weights of 
2200 kg; curves with neither circles nor crosses represent the baseline weight of 2000 kg. 
As it can be seen, adding weight results in a higher drag due to lift and lower maximum 
rate of climb. On the contrary, cruise speeds are not significantly dependent on aircraft 
weight. 
Cruise speeds, however, do vary significantly with altitude. As it can be seen from 
Figures 64-67, highest cruise speeds of each one of the wing designs are reached at 
different altitudes. Maximum rate of climb, in contrast, is always reached at sea level. 
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Figure 43. DLRBS/Large rate of climb versus true airspeed at FL 200. 
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Figure 45. DLRBS/Large rate of climb in versus true airspeed at FL 300. 
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Figure 55. DOA5/Large rate of climb versus true airspeed at FL 200. 
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Figure 56. DOA5/Large rate of climb in ft/min versus true airspeed in knots at FL 250. 
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Figure 61. DOA5/Small rate of climb versus true airspeed at FL 200. 
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Figure 62. DO A5/Small rate of climb versus true airspeed at FL 250. 
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Figure 63. DOA5/Small rate of climb versus true airspeed at FL 300. 
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Figure 64. DLRBS/Large rate of climb versus true airspeed. 
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Figure 65. DLRBS/Small rate of climb versus true airspeed. 
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Figure 67. DOA5/Small rate of climb versus true airspeed. 
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In order to ease the analysis of trends regarding the maximum rates of climb and 
cruise speeds of various wing layouts, all results were summarized in Table 2. 

































































In addition, Figures 68-72 show a graphical comparison of those results. 
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Figure 68. Rate of climb versus true airspeed at sea level. 
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Figure 69. Rate of climb versus true airspeed at FL 100. 
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Figure 70. Rate of climb versus true airspeed at FL 200. 
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Figure 71. Rate of climb versus true airspeed at FL 250. 
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Figure 72. Rate of climb versus true airspeed at FL 300. 
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It can be seen that there is not a single flight condition in which the DLRBS 
airfoil does not match or outperform the DOA5 airfoil. However, the question of wing 
span and area needs to be looked at more closely. 
Wing area has, among others, the following two major effects on flight 
performance: its increase lowers the AOA and increases the form drag of the wing. 
However, the arrival of laminar airfoils has made it possible that an increase in wing area 
sometimes results in higher cruise speeds. This is because laminar buckets are limited to 
relatively low AOAs, and a wing with small area might fly at cruise conditions at AOAs 
that are outside the range of its airfoil's laminar bucket. Increasing the wing area will 
result in higher overall drag assuming constant CD values. However, if the AOA of the 
wing consequently drops into the laminar bucket region, CD values do not stay constant 
but can be significantly reduced. For example, DLRBS airfoil's Cd values drop from 
0.0078 to 0.0060 if CL is decreased from 0.25 to 0.1 at a Reynolds number of 2 million. 
Table 2 shows that the cruise speed of the DLRBS airfoil-equipped wings is 
higher at low altitudes with the small wing area. Here, the effect of the lower form drag 
due to the small wing area can be felt. However, as the altitude and AOAs increase, the 
speed cruise shifts in favor of the wing with large area. This is due to the fact that the 
small wing needs 23% higher CL values in order to support the aircraft's weight and it 
consequently falls out of the range of the laminar bucket at altitudes above 20,000 ft. This 
results in higher CD values, which in this case cannot be balanced by the smaller 
reference area. It should be noted that this effect cannot be achieved with the DOA5 
airfoil; its laminar bucket's range is too low for cruise CL values of both wings. 
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In the case of maximum rates of climb, the picture is much simpler. Here, the 
airspeeds are too low and CL values too large for laminar buckets. Instead, the driving 
parameter is drag due to lift, which increases with AOA of the wing. Large wings 
produce lower AOAs, and, consequently, higher rates of climb than small wings. 
In conclusion, a wing equipped with the DLRBS airfoil and designed for a 25000 
ft cruise altitude (as in the case of D-Jet) climbs and cruises faster with a 15.8 square 
meter wing area than with a wing area of 12.8 square meters. In addition, the larger wing 
also offers more space for fuel. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
5.1 Numerical Versus Statistical Method 
Roskam's statistical approach has been in a wide-spread use for many years, and 
this paper has only confirmed its justification among the flight performance estimation 
methods. It is very time-efficient and only requires acquisition of literature which 
describes it. Accuracy of the statistical approach could only be checked with cruise 
speeds obtained by the modified method presented in this thesis, and Roskam's 
predictions matched those results very closely. Overall, this more elaborate method 
seems to be required only for very unusual layouts that are outside the range of "normal" 
configurations used to generate Roskam's equations. For all other, it is hard to imagine a 
flight performance estimation method that offers reliable results at such a low cost. 
However, drawbacks of this method need to be mentioned as well. By default, it 
is not possible to arrive at innovative design solutions using the statistical method, since 
it is based on a collection of existing designs' physical configuration data. Therefore, 
several geometric parameters (such as the number and location of wing sweep changes, 
aerodynamic and geometric twist) cannot be optimized using this method. 
This is where the numerical method comes into play. Its panel code's ability to 
analyze any arbitrary shape gives it a status one level above the statistical method in the 
hierarchy of aircraft analysis techniques. 
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5.2 Recommendation 
Due to the lack of flight test data, it is hard to evaluate if the herein presented 
numerical method is capable of providing more accurate results than the statistical 
method. Certain is, however, that the new method provides more detailed information 
about the distribution of lift, and hence of drag as well. This information can be used to 
perform detailed optimization studies, clearly underlining the attraction of the panel code 
methods. 
Since there was deviation of flight performance results originating in fuselage 
induced drag contributions, it can be argued that for future studies a better fuselage drag 
estimation technique should be coupled with the panel codes. Fortunately, there is an 
alternative available. With the current arrival of open source Navier-Stokes solvers and 
powerful desktops capable of running large analyses, it might be worthwhile to couple X-
Foil and PSW for analysis of lifting surfaces and a Navier-Stokes code for analysis of the 
fuselage. The removal of the lifting surfaces would greatly reduce the size of 
computational domain that needs to be analyzed, and could hence allow time-effective 
and inexpensive calculation of the fuselage drag using Navier-Stokes codes. 
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APPENDIX A 
CHANGES MADE TO THE ENGINE DECK FORTRAN PROGRAM 
USE F2KCLI 
Invokes the command line library 
CHARACTER(LEN=40):: CMD 
REAL(KIND=4):: LINEIN 
INTEGER :: NARG,IARG,ENVSWITCH 
Defines the format of the introduced variables 
NARG = COMMAND_ARGUMENT_COUNT() 
if(NARG < 4) then 
PRINTVUsage: CD1400NC.exe <XMN Mach> <ALT ft> <PA psia> <TA R>': 
& ' [opt switch to loop]' 
PRINT*," 
PRINT*.'Other values are defined in main.f 
stop 
end if 
Reads in and checks the number of arguments, produces an error message if less than 
four arguments 
ENVSWITCH = 0 
This variable is used to enable multiple iterations 
DOIARG = 1.NARG 
CALLGET_COMMAND_ARGUMENT(IARG,CMD) 
READ (CMD, *) LINEIN 
if(IARG.eq.l) ENGIN(01) = LINEIN 
if(IARG.eq.2) ENGIN(02) = LINEIN 
if(IARG.eq.3) ENGIN(03) = LINEIN 
if(IARG.eq.4) ENGIN(04) = LINEIN 
if(IARG.eq.5) ENVSWITCH = LINEIN 
END DO 
Iterates as many times as the number of arguments and converts each time the string 
into a real number, which is then assigned to one of the program variables 
if(ENVSWITCH > 0) then 







Checks for number of iterations and increments the Mach number by 0.1. In case of 




VISUAL BASIC FOR APPLICATIONS CODE 
Private Declare Sub Sleep Lib "kernel32" (ByVal dwMilhseconds As Long) 
Private Sub Workbook_SheetChange(ByVal Sh As Object, ByVal Target As Range) 
Dim IR As Double 
Dim IFreeFile As Long 
Dim RunDirectory As String 
Dim sFileText As String 
Dim aFileLinesQ As String 
Dim aFieldslnLine() As String 
Dim curRow As Long 
Dim curCol As Long 
Dim strRunLine As String 
Defines the Sleep function to wait for writing to the outtab txt file and defines the format of 
variables 
Application EnableEvents = False 
Since the Sheetchange event is used, Applications events needs to be turned off to 
prevent from getting stuck in a loop while sheet changes are written 
RunDirectory = "C \CD1400NC_MOD" 
If Len(Dir(RunDirectory & "\outtab txt")) > 0 Then 
Kill RunDirectory & "\outtab txt" 
End If 
ChDir RunDirectory 
strRunLine = "CD1400NC exe " & Worksheets(l) Cells(2, "B") & " " & 
Worksheets(1)Cells(3, "B") 
strRunLine = strRunLine & " " & Worksheets(l) Cells(4, "B") & " " & 
Worksheets(1)Cells(5, "B") 
strRunLine = strRunLine & " " & Worksheets(l) Cells(6, "B") 
taskID = Shell(strRunLine, vbHide) 
Defines the working directory, checks if the outtab txt file exists, then deletes it, 
strRunLine builds the command and arguments and ShellQ runs it 
CHECKJDUTPUT 
Sleep 1000 
If Len(Dir(RunDirectory & "\outtab txt")) > 0 Then 
IFreeFile = FreeFile 
Open RunDirectory & "\outtab txt" For Input As IFreeFile 
sFileText = lnput$(LOF(IFreeFile), IFreeFile) 
Close IFreeFile 
Waits for the program to run, checks if the file outtab txt has been written, opens the file 
and reads in the variables into sFileText 
aFileLines = Spht(sFileText, vbCrLf) 
Used if more than one iteration 
curRow = 2 
curCol = 4 
For ILineLoop = LBound(aFileLines) To UBound(aFileLines) 
aFieldsOnLine = Spht(aFileLines(ILineLoop),",") 
For IFieldLoop = LBound(aFieldsOnLine) To UBound(aFieldsOnLine) 
sFieldValue = aFieldsOnLine(IFieldLoop) 
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Worksheets(1).Cells(curRow, curCol).Value = sFieldValue 
curRow = curRow + 1 
Next 
curRow = 2 
curCol = curCol + 1 
Next 
Keeps track of the current location on the spreadsheet and reads in the sFileText values 
Application.EnableEvents = True 
Application events is turned on again 
Else 
' MsgBox ("Error reading output file." & vbCrLf & vbCrLf & "Click OK to retry. Use CNTL 
Break to stop.") 
GoTo CHECK_OUTPUT 
End If 
Loops if the outtab.txt has not been written; error message is currently commented out 




STATISTICAL AIRCRAFT FLIGHT PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION 
METHOD 
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D-JET FLIGHT PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION 
1. Part of Graduate Thesis by Igor Lebovic, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
"Roskam's Empirical Flight Performance Estimation Methods" 
Input: 























































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENTS AND CURVES 
Cm0_clean = -0.025 
-0.001844 cma_clean = 



























0 WING DATA 
WING DATA 
An 5c_w = 0 deg 
i w = 0 deg 
lu._w = 1 4 m 
SXA/ = 15 8 m*" 
bw = 11 8 m 
Swfl = 10 rrT 
semi-chord sweep angle 
wing incidence angle / negative for up 
mean aerodynamic chord 
wing reference area 
wing span 
flapped wing area 
0 WING DATA 
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El FUSELAGE DATA 
FUSELAGE DATA 
Ifus = 11 m 
Swetjus = 29.376 rrT wetted area of the fuselage 
Spifjus = 9.35 m2 fuselage planform area - guestimation 





 base area, flat base at the end of the fuselage 
0 FUSELAGE DATA 
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0 EMPENNAGE DATA 
HORIZONTAL TAIL 
eh = 0 75 
Sh = 3 3 m 
bh =4 m 
1^  h = 825 mm 
xNPh = 11 m 
th = 115 mm 
tipchordh = 02 m 
T h = l 
Lh = I 2 
for T-Tails (Roskam 4 4 1 2, P 69) 
horizontal tailplane surface (reference) Area 
span of horizontal tail 
mean aerodynamic chord of horizontal tail 
guestimation 
thickness 




Sv = 2.8 m2 
bv.= 1.7 m 
1^
 v - 1.855m 
xVNP = 9.8 m 
tv = 238 mm 
tipchordv = 945 mm 
rootchordv = 1.8 m 
t v = l 
Lv = 1.2 
0 EMPENNAGE DATA 
vertical tailplane surface (reference) Area 
span of vertical tail 
mean aerodynamic chord of vertical tail 
position of ac pf vertical tail 
thickness 
thickness ratio / ratio from root to tip (1= constant ratio over span) 
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0 TRIM DATA 
TRIM DATA 
XNPwf = 5080mm guestimation (equal to xN P F R ) 
XCG = 4730mm guestimation 
CMOh = 0 guess 
XNPh = 11 m 
l^ _h = 0.825m 
ln_w= 1 - 4 m 
xACw = 5.08m 
XACh = 11 m 
CM0w_clean = Cm0_clean 
CM0f_clean = -0.055 
0 TRIM DATA 
0 INLET DATA 
INLET DATA 
in = 2673 mm Inlet length 
Wetted area of the inlet (figure 4.17 / Appendix B) 
Swet n •= 5 m2 rough guestimation 
Maximum inlet diameter (equivalent diameter for non-circular cross section) 
dn-850 mm c i r c u | a r guestimation 
frn = — finess ratio of the inlet 
dn 
Inlet planform area (figure 4.17) 
Spifn = 1666079 mm2 rough guestimation 
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4.5.2. Installed Inlet Drag Coefficient Increment 
geometric parameters, defined in figure 4.40 
0.2 for nacelle on top of the wing 
-0.3 for nacelle below the wing 
nacelle incidence angle defined in figure 4.35 
ACI2 =-0.056 (in) 
4.5.2.3. Cooling drag coefficient increment 
Scoohng = 0.04 rrT 
cn = 1398 mm 





0 CONSTANTS, UNITS & ATHMOSPHERE 
CONSTANTS, UNITS & STANDARD ATHMOSPHERE 
US unit system active 
J = joule W = watt kts = 1.852 kph RPM = mm" 
H = 0 ft,500 ft 35000 ft VCAS = 5 kts, 10 kts 360 kts 
mass = 1800 kg, 1850 kg 2200 kg 
mass = 2000 kg 
INTERNATIONAL STANDARD ATMOSPHERE (ISA) 
DIN ISO 2533 
P0 = 1.225 ^- po = 101325 Pa T0 = 288.15 K y H = -0.0065 -3 m 
m 
R = 287.05287 J 
kg K 
- 9 
H V H R 
P(H) =po | 1 +YH y\ 
dlSA:= -30 K,0 K.. 30 K 
dlSA:=0 K 






















































' ' " a(H,dlSA) 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 











^ y ^ 
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S V O A — =: (SVOA)sb 
Z Od v ' 
3anss3yd OIINVNAQ 
REYNOLDS FACTOR 
For calculation of local Re-Numbers multiplv 
Interpolation of absolute viscosity (taken from 
i = 0 6 









































' the factor with the specific length 
Schlichtmg/Truckenbrot) 
1














n(0.ft,0-K) = 01bft" sec"1 
Reynolds factor 
fRe(H,vCAS,dlSA): 




o n 1 10 
H ( H , 0 K ) 
5 1 0 
6 10 
5 1 0 J h 
fRe(H,5Okts,0K) 
4 1 0 h 
200 250 300 
T 2 . , T , S A ( H , 0 K ) 
350 3 1 0 











0 2 10 4 10 
H 
ft 
0 CONSTANTS, UNITS & ATHMOSPHERE 
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0 ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
FJ33-4A 
SEA LEVEL //100 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 72° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 72 
'Thrust_row^ 
Speed_row 























Power lever angle settings: 90 degrees for take off up to speeds of M=0.38, 







































































































































Thrust SL := Thrust row Ibf 
Speed_row = 











































Speed_SL := Speed_row kts 










































































































Power_SL := Thrust_SL vjAsfO ft,Speed_SL ,6\SA\ 


















SEA LEVEL // 80 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 62,4° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 62.4 
'"Thrustjow^ 
Speed_row 









































































































































































































































Thrust SL 80MCP := Thrust row • Ibf 
Speed_SL_80MCP := Speed_row • kts 








Thrust SL 80MCP = 




















































































:= ThrusLSL.SOMCPj • VTAS(0 • ft,Speed_SL_80MCP.,dlSA) 
watt 
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Power SL 80MCP 5 
=-f 51° 
watt 




SEA LEVEL // 60 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 52,8° 








































(Power_Lever_Angle Altitude_Feet Power_Mode Temperature_Deviation) 
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Power_Lever_Angle = 52.8 
Thrust_rowr 
Speed_row 




















































































































































Thrust SL 60MCP := Thrust row' Ibf 
Speed_row = 











































Speed_SL_60MCP := Speed_row kts 



























































i := 0 9 
Thrust SL 60MCP. = 



































:= Thrust_SL_60MCP. • vjAsfO • ft,Speed_SL_60MCPj ,dlSA) 
watt 
6 10 
4 10 h 
Power SL 60MCP 
watt 
2 10 h 




10.000 nil 100 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA72° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 72 
^Thrust_row^ 
Speed_row 




























































































































































































Thrust_100:= Thrust_row • Ibf 
Speed_row = 











































Speed_100:= Speed_row kts 




























































































). = i 
Ibf 
Speed_100. = 







































10.000 ft // 80 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 62,4° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 62 .4 
'Thrust_rowN 
Speed_row 









































































































































































































































Speed_100_80MCP:= Speed_row kts 

























































i := 0 . 9 





















Power_100_80MCP. := Thrust_100_80MCP. 
Power 100 80MCP. = 





























10000ft // 60 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 52,8° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 52.8 Altitude Feet = 10000 ft 
^Thrust_row^ 
Speed_row 


















































(Power_Lever_Angle AltitudeFeet Power_Mode Temperature_Deviation) 
149 



















































































































Thrust row = 
Speed_row = 
































































Thrust 100 60MCP:= Thrust row Ibf 
Speed_100_60MCP:= Speed_row kts 
Fuel 100 60MCP:= Fuel row T lb 
hr 
4000 












































































Power_100_60MCP. := Thrust_100_60MCP. 
Power 100 60MCP. = 
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20.000 ft // 100 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 72° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 72 
'ThrusWow^ 
Speed_row 
















































Feet Power_Mode Temperature_Deviation) 





































































































































































































Thrust_200 := Thrust row Ibf 
Speed_200 := SpeedjW kts 

















































































Thrust_200. - Speed_200. = 
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20.000 ft // 80 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 62,4° 










































































































































































Thrust row = 

































































Thrust 200 80MCP- Thrust row Ibf 
Speed_200_80MCP:= Speed_row • kts 




newton -2000 Thrust 200 80MCP = 
















































i:= 0 .9 





















Power_200_80MCP; := Thrust_200_80MCP. VTAS(20000 ft,Speed_200_80MCP.,dlSA^ 













6 10 h 









20.000ft // 60 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 52,8° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 52.8 Altitude Feet = 20000 ft 
'Thrust_row 
Speed_row 

















































(Power_Lever_Angle Altitude_Feet PowerMode TemperatureDeviation) 
158 



















































































































Thrust row = 
Speed_row --
































































Thrust_200_60MCP:= Thrust_row Ibf 
Speed_200_60MCP:= Speed_row • kts 



























































Thrust 200 60MCP. = 






















Power_200_60MCPi := Thrus^OO.SOMCR V T A S ( 2 0 0 0 0 • ft,Speed_200_60MCP.,dlSA 





















25.000 ft // 100 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 72° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 72 
'Thrustj-ow^ 
Speedrow 











































































































































































Thrust row = 























































































































Thrust_250 := Thrust_row Ibf 
Speed_250 := Speed_row kts 































































vTAsf25000 ft, Speed_250. ,dlSA) 
1 io6 
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25.000 ft// 80% MAX CONTINOUS/PLA 62,4° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 62 .4 
'Thrust_row^ 
Speed_row 
















































Feet Power_Mode TemperatureDeviation) 





















































































































Thrust row = 




































































newton Thrust 250 80MCP = 

























Thrust 250 80MCP:= Thrust_row Ibf 
Speed_250_80MCP:= Speed_row kts 


























i := 0 9 




































Power 250 80MCP 5 
=












25000ft // 60 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 52,8° 
^Thrustj-ow^ 
Speed_row 
^ Fuel_row j 



















































































































































































































Thrust_250_60MCP:= Thrust_row Ibf 
















































































. - 0 . 9 




























Power 250 60MCP. 

















30.000 ft// 100% MAX CONTINOUS/PLA 72° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 72 Altitude_Feet 
'Thrust_rowN 
Speed_row 






























































































































































































































































































Thrust_300:= Thrust_row Ibf 
Speed_300:= Speed_row kts 
































































Power 300 5 
=—5 10 
watt 





30.000 ft // 80 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 62,4° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 62.4 
'Thrust_rov/ 
Speed_row 
















































Feet Power_Mode TemperatureJDeviation) 





















































































































Thrust row = 



































































Thrust 300 80MCP 
newton 
1000 
Thrust 300 80MCP = 


























Thrust 300 80MCP:= Thrust row Ibf 
Speed_300_80MCP:= Speed_row kts 

























i := 0..9 





















Power_300_80MCP. := ThrustJSOO.SOMCPj vjAsf30000 ft,Speed_300_80MCP,dlSA) 




















35000ft // 60 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 52,8° 
'Thrust^ow^ 
Speed_row 
^ Fuel_row , 








































































































































































Thrust row = 











































Thrust 300 60MCP:= Thrust row Ibf 








































































































Power_300_60MCP. := Thrust_300_60MCP. V T A S ( 3 0 0 0 0 ft,Speed_300_60MCP ,dlSA 













4 10 h 
Power 300_60MCP 
watt 
2 10 h 
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Speed_SL 
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100 150 200 
Speed_100 
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100 150 200 
Speed_200 
kts 





Thrust 250 80MCP 
newton 
4-4-
Thrust 250 60MCP 
newton 
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newton 1000 h 
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It is often necessary to store the thrust data in the form of a function instead of an array, as is 
the case above. Since the spline function requires strict monotonic behavior of the driving 
variable (which is not always the case in the thrust arrays), a regression is used to generate the 
function. The same reasoning and process are used below for the power data as well. 
THRUST CURVES 
SEA LEVEL 100% MCP 
VCAS_SL = min(Speed_SL),(min(Speed_SL) + 5kts) max(Speed_SL) 
fSpeed_SL Thrust_SL ^ 
Thrust_SL_reg_vector = regress , , 3 
^ kts newton ) 
,
 x ( Speed_SL Thrust_SL VCAS_SL 
Thrust SL func VCAS SL = mterp Thrust SL reg vector,- , 
\ - } y - kts newton kts 
Thrust_SL_func(vcAS SL) = Thrust_SL_func(vcAS SL) newton 
186 
SEA LEVEL 80% MCP 
VCAS_SL_80MCP = mm(Speed_SL_80MCP),(min(Speed_SL_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_SL_80MCP) 
TU . o. «^-^« fSpeed SL 80MCP Thrust SL 80MCP . 
Thrust_SL_80MCP_reg_vector = regress =—= , =—= ,3 
^ kts newton 
, , ( Speed SL 80MCP Thrust SL 80MCP VCAS_SL_80MCP 




 V k t s newton kts 
Thrust_SL_80MCP_func(vcAS_SL_80MCP) = Thrust_SL_80MCP_func(vcAS_SL_80MCP) newton 
SEA LEVEL 60% MCP 
VCAS_SL_60MCP = min(Speed_SL_60MCP),(min(Speed_SL_60MCP) +• 5kts) max(Speed_SL_60MCP) 
(Speed SL 60MCP Thrust SL 60MCP . 
Thrust_SL_60MCP_reg_vector = regress = , =—= , 3 
^ kts newton 
,
 x ( Speed SL 60MCP Thrust SL 60MCP vcAS SL 60MCP 
Thrust_SL_60MCP_funcivcAS SL 60MCP) = mterp Thrust_SL_60MCP_reg_vector, =—= =—= , =—= 
\ - - / y k t s newton kts 
Thrust_SL_60MCP_func(vcAS_SL_60MCP) = Thrust_SL_60MCP_func(vcAS_SL_60MCP) newton 
187 
FL 100 100% MCP 
VCAS_100 = min(Speed_100),(min(Speed_100) + 5kts) max(Speed_100) 
/"Speed 100 Thrust 100 
Thrust_100_reg_vector = regress 
kts newton 
,
 x f Speed_100 ThrusMOO vcAS_100 
Thrust 100 funclvcAS 100) = mterp Thrust 100 reg vector, —•, 
v
 - ' \ ~ kts newton kts 
Thrust_100_func(vcAS 10o) = ThrusM 00_func(vcAS 10o) newton 
FL 100 80% MCP 
VCAS_100_80MCP = min(Speed_100_80MCP),(mm(Speed_100_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_100_80MCP) 
fSpeed 100 80MCP Thrust 100 80MCP .' 
Thrust_100_80MCP_reg_vector = regress =—=— , =—= ,3 
^ kts newton 
, . ( Speed 100 80MCP Thrust 100 80MCP VCAS 100 80MCP 
ThrusMOO 80MCP funclvcAS 100 80MCPI = mterp Thrust 100 80MCP reg vector, =—= =—= , = — ~ 
v
 - - ' \ kts newton kts 
Thrust_100_80MCP__func(vcAS_100_80MCP) = Thrust_100_80MCP_func(vcAS_100_80MCp) newton 
188 
FL 100 60% MCP 
VCAS_100_60MCP = min(Speed_100_60MCP),(min(Speed_100_60MCP) 4 5kts) max(Speed_100_60MCP) 
^ . ^ ^ . . ^ « fSpeed 100 60MCP Thrust 100 60MCP -
ThrusM 00_60MCP_reg_vector = regress =—= , =—= ,3 
V kts newton 
,
 x ( Speed 100 60MCP Thrust 100 60MCP VCAS_100_60MCP 
ThrusM 00_60MCP_f unci vcAS 100 60MCPJ = mterp Thrust 100 60MCP reg vector, = = — , — — — — = — — 
v
 - - ' \ ~ ~ ~ ~ kts newton kts 
ThrusM00_60MCP_func(vcAS_100_60MCP) = ThrusM 00_60MCP_func(vcAS_100_60MCP) newton 
FL 200 100% MCP 
VCAS_200 = min(Speed_200),(mm(Speed_200) 4 5kts) max(Speed_200) 
fSpeed_200 Thrust_200 ^ 
Thrust_200_reg_vector = regress , 3 
^ kts newton J 
,
 x ( Speed 200 Thrust 200 VCAS_200 
Thrust_200_func vcAS 200) = mterp Thrust_200_reg_vector, , 
v
 - ' \ kts newton kts 
Thrust_200_func(vcAS 200) = Thrust_200_func(vcAS 200) newton 
189 
FL 200 80% MCP 
VCAS_200_80MCP = mm(Speed_200_80MCP),(min(Speed_200_80MCP) +- 5kts) max(Speed_200_80MCP) 
-ru * ™ * o , M ^ n . fSpeed 200 80MCP Thrust 200 80MCP J \ Thrust_200_80MCPj*eg_vector = regress — — = — = , =—= 3 
V kts newton ' J 
T . + o n n Q n M ~ D f ( \ * f-ru * ™« o ^ ^ r , s P e e d 2 0 0 80MCP Thrust 200 80MCP VCAS 200 80MCP Thrust_200_80MCP_func(vcAS 200 80MCP) = mterp Thrust_200_80MCP_reg_vector, — =—= , = — = — , =—= v
 ~ ~ ' \ kts newton kts 
Thrust_200_80MCPJunc(vcAS_200_80MCP) = Thrust_200_80MCP_func(vcAS_200_80MCP) newton 
FL 200 60% MCP 
VCAS_200_60MCP = min(Speed_200_60MCP),(min(Speed_200_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_200_60MCP) 
(Speed 200 60MCP Thrust 200 60MCP . 
Thrust_200_60MCP_reg_vector = regress =—= , =—= ,3 
V kts newton 
x ( Speed 200 60MCP Thrust 200 60MCP vcAS 200 60MCP 
Thrust_200_60MCP_funci vcAS 200 60MCP) = mterp Thrust_200_60MCP_reg_vector, — — = =—= , ——= 
v
 - - ' \ kts newton kts 
Thrust_200_60MCP_func/vcAS_200_60MCP) = Thrust_200_60MCP_func(vcAS_200_60MCP) newton 
190 
FL 250 100% MCP 
VCAS_250 = min(Speed_250),(mm(Speed_250) + 5kts) max(Speed_250) 
-ru s. ««* (Speed 250 Thrust 250 ^ 
Thrust_250_reg_vector = regress = — , = — , 3 
^ kts newton ) 
T U 4 nen r . x L Speed 250 Thrust 250 vcAS 250 
Thrust_250_func(vcAS 250) = mterp Thrust_250_reg_vector, - = — , = — , = — 
v
 - ' \ kts newton kts 
Thrust_250_func(vcAS_250) = Thrust_250_func(vcAS_25o) newton 
FL 250 80% MCP 
VCAS_250_80MCP = min(Speed_250_80MCP),(mm(Speed_250_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_250_80MCP) 
(Speed 250 80MCP Thrust 250 80MCP ^ 
Thrust_250_80MCP_reg_vector = regress — = , =—= , 3 
^ kts newton J 
,
 x ( Speed 250 80MCP Thrust 250 80MCP vcAS 250 80MCP 
Thrust_250_80MCP_funqvcAS 250 80MCP) = mterp Thrust_250_80MCP reg_vector, =—= =—= , = — = 
v
 - - > \ kts newton kts 
Thrust_250_80MCP_func(vcAS_250_80MCP) = Thrust_250_80MCP_func(vcAS_250_80MCP) newton 
191 
FL 250 60% MCP 
VCAS_250_60MCP = min(Speed_250_60MCP),(mm(Speed_250_60MCP) 4 5kts) max(Speed_250_60MCP) 
-ru
 4 ^ ™ . . ^ fSpeed 250 60MCP Thrust 250 60MCP . 
Thrust_250_60MCP_reg_vector = regress — — = — = , =—= ,3 
V kts newton 
„
 c , x ( Speed 250 60MCP Thrust 250 60MCP VCAS 250 60MCP 
Thrust_250_60MCP_func(vcAS 250 60MCP) = mterp Thrust_250_60MCP_reg_vector, ——= =—= , ——" 
v
 - - ' \ kts newton kts 
Thrust_250_60MCP_func(vcAS_250_60MCP) = Thrust_250_60MCP_func/vcAS_250_60MCP) newton 
FL 300 100% MCP 
VCAS_300 = mm(Speed_300),(min(Speed_300) + 5kts) max(Speed_300) 
fSpeed_300 Thrust 300 . 
Thrust_300_reg_vector = regress — , ,3 
V kts newton 
,
 x f Speed_300 Thrust_300 vcAS_300 Thrust_300_func vcAS 300 = mterp Thrust_300_reg_vector, , , y
 ~ ' \ kts newton kts 
Thrust_300_func(vcAS 300) = Thrust_300_func(vcAS 300) newton 
192 
FL 300 80% MCP 
VCAS_300_80MCP = mm(Speed_300_80MCP),(min(Speed_300_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_300_80MCP) 
T U 4 o n r t on„„n f Speed 300 80MCP Thrust 300 80MCP ^ 
Thrust_300_80MCP_reg_vector = regress — — = — = , =—= ,3 
V kts newton J 
-ru . ™«
 nn^r>n * i \ ( ~ s P e e d 3 0 0 80MCP Thrust 300 80MCP vcAS 300 80MCP Thrust_300_80MCP_func(vcAS 300 80MCP) = mterp Thrust_300_80MCP_reg_vector, — =—= , =—= , = — ~ v
 - - ' \ kts newton kts 
Thrust_300_80MCP_func(vcAS_300_80MCP) = Thrust_300_80MCP_func(vcAS_300_80MCP) newton 
FL 300 60% MCP 
VCAS_300_60MCP = min(Speed_300_60MCP),(mm(Speed_300_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_300_60MCP) 
(Speed 300 60MCP Thrust 300 60MCP . 
Thrust_300_60MCP_reg_vector = regress ——= , =—= ,3 
y kts newton 
,
 x ( Speed 300 60MCP Thrust 300 60MCP vcAS 300 60MCP 
Thrust_300_60MCP_func(vcAS 300 60MCP) = mterp Thrust_300_60MCP_reg_vector, =—= , =—= , =—= 
v
 - - ' ^ kts newton kts 
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FUEL CURVES 
SEA LEVEL 100% MCP 
VCAS_SL = min(Speed_SL),(min(Speed_SL) + 5kts) max(Speed_SL) 
Fuel_SL_reg_vector = regress Speed_SL Fuel_SL ^ 
kts kg 
hr" 
Fuel_SL_reg_vector, Fuel_SL_func(vcAS SL) = mterp 
Fuel_SL_func(vcAS_SL) = Fuel_SL_func(vcAS_SL) 
Speed_SL Fuel_SL vcAS_SL 





SEA LEVEL 80% MCP 
VCAS_SL_80MCP = mm(Speed_SL_80MCP),(min(Speed_SL_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_SL_80MCP) 
Fuel_SL_80MCP_reg_vector = regress 
Fuel_SL_80MCP_func(vcAS_SL_80MCP) = mterp 
Speed_SL_80MCP Fuel_SL_80MCP ^ 
kts ' kg 
Fuel_SL_80MCP_reg_vector 






Fuel_SL_80MCP_func(vcAS_SL_80MCP) = Fuel_SL_80MCP_func(vcAS_SL_80MCP) T -
195 
SEA LEVEL 60% MCP 
VCAS_SL_60MCP = min(Speed_SL_60MCP),(mm(Speed_SL_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_SL_60MCP) 
Fuel_SL_60MCP_reg_vector = regress Speed_SL_60MCP Fuel_SL_60MCP ^ 
kts kg 
hr 
Fuel_SL_60MCP_func(vcAS_SL_60MCP) = mterp Fuel_SL_60MCP_reg_vector 




Fuel_SL_60MCP_func(vcAS_SL_60MCP) = Fuel_SL_60MCP_func(vcAS_SL_60MCP) kg hr 
FL 100 100% MCP 
VCAS 100 = mm(Speed_100),(min(Speed_100) + 5kts) max(Speed_100) 
Fuel_100_reg_vector = regress fSpeedJOO Fuel_100 ^ 
kts kg 
hr 
Fuel_100_func/vcAS 10o) = mterp Fuel_100_reg_vector, Speed_100 FueMOO vcAS_100 kts kg 
hr 
kts 
Fuel_100_func(vcAS_100) = Fuel_100_func(vcAS_10o) kg hr 
196 
FL 100 80% MCP 
VCAS_100_80MCP = mm(Speed_100_80MCP),(min(Speed_100_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_100_80MCP) 
Fuel_100_80MCP_reg_vector = regress 





SpeedJ 00_80MCP FueM00_80MCP vcAS_100_80MCP 







FL 100 60% MCP 
VCAS_100_60MCP = min(Speed_100_60MCP),(min(Speed_100_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_100_60MCP) 
Fuel_100_60MCP_reg_vector = regress SpeedJ 00_60MCP Fuel_100_60MCP ^ 
kts kg 
hr 
Fuel_100_60MCP_func(vcAS_100_60MCP) = mterp Fuel_100_60MCP_reg_vector Speed_100_60MCP FueM00_60MCP vcASJ 00_60MCP 








FL 200 100% MCP 
VCAS_200 = mm(Speed_200),(min(Speed_200) + 5kts) max(Speed_200) 
Fuel_200_reg_vector = regress Speed_200 Fuel_200 ^ 
kts ' kg 
h7 




Fuel_200_func(vcAS_200) = Fuel_200_func(vcAS_20o) — 
FL 200 80% MCP 
VCAS_200_80MCP = mm(Speed_200_80MCP),(min(Speed_200_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_200_80MCP) 
Fuel_200_80MCP_reg_vector = regress (Speed_200_80MCP Fuel_200_80MCP ^ 











Fuel_200_80MCP_func(vcAS_200_80MCP) = Fuel_200_80MCP_func(vcAS_200_80MCP) — hr 
198 
FL 200 60% MCP 
VCAS__200_60MCP = min(Speed_200_60MCP),(mm(Speed_200_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_200_60MCP) 
Fuel_200_60MCP_reg_vector = regress Speed_200_60MCP Fuel_200_60MCP ^ 
kts kg 
hr 
Fuel_200_60MCP_func(vcAS_200_60l\/ICP) = mterp Fuel_200_60MCP_reg_vector 




Fuel_200_60MCP_func(vcAS_200_60MCP) = Fuel_200_60MCP_func(vcAS_200_60MCP) kg hr 
FL 250 100% MCP 
vcAS_250 = min(Speed_250),(min(Speed_250) + 5kts) max(Speed_250) 
Fuel_250_reg_vector = regress 
Speed_250 Fuel_250 \ 
kts kg 
hr 
Fuel_250_func/vcAS 250) = mterp Fuel_250_reg_vector, Speed_250 Fuel_250 vcAS_250 kts kg 
hr 
kts 
Fuel_250_func(vcAS_250) = Fuel_250_func(vcAS_250) kg hr 
199 
FL 250 80% MCP 
VCAS_250_80MCP = min(Speed_250_80MCP),(mm(Speed_250_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_250_80MCP) 
Fuel_250_80MCP_reg_vector = regress Speed_250_80MCP Fuel_250_80MCP ) 
kts kg 
hr 
Fuel_250_80MCP_func(vcAS_250_80MCP) = mterp Fuel_250_80MCP_reg_vector 





Fuel_250_80MCP_func(vcAS_250_80MCP) = Fuel_250_80MCP_func(vcAS_250_80MCP) — hr 
kts 
FL 250 60% MCP 
VCAS_250_60MCP = min(Speed_250_60MCP),(min(Speed_250_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_250_60MCP) 
Fuel_250_60MCP_reg_vector = regress 
Fuel_250_60MCP_func(vcAS_250_60MCP) = mterp 
Speed_250_60MCP Fuel_250_60MCP ^ 
kts ' kg 
hi7 
Fuel_250_60MCP_reg_vector Speed_250_60MCP Fuel_250_60MCP VCAS_250_60MCP 








FL 300 100% MCP 
VCAS_300 = min(Speed_300),(mm(Speed_300) + 5kts) max(Speed_300) 
Fuel_300_reg_vector = regress fSpeed_300 Fuel_300 ^ 
kts kg 
hr 





Fuel_300_func(vcAS_300) = Fuel_300_func(vcAS_30o) — 
FL 300 80% MCP 
VCAS_300_80MCP = min(Speed_300_80MCP),(min(Speed_300_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_300_80MCP) 
Fuel_300_80MCP_reg_vector = regress 
Speed_300_80MCP Fuel_300_80MCP \ 
kts kg 
hr 




Fuel_300_80MCP_func(vcAS_300_80lv1Cp) = Fuel_300_80MCP_func(vcAS_300_80MCP) — 
201 
FL 300 60% MCP 
VCAS_300_60MCP = min(Speed_300_60MCP),(min(Speed_300_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_300_60MCP) 
Fuel_300_60MCP_reg_vector = regress fSpeed_300_60MCP Fuel_300_60MCP ^ 
kts kg 
hr 
Fuel_300_60MCP_func(vcAS_300_60MCP) = mterp Fuel_300_60MCP_reg_vector 
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 
VCAS_SL Speed_SL VCASJOO SpeedJ 00 vcAS_200 Speed_200 vcAS_250 vcAS_300 
kts kts kts kts kts kts kts kts 
203 
POWER CURVES 
SEA LEVEL 100% MCP 
(Speed_SL Power SL _ 
Power SL reg vector = regress , 3 
~ " ~ V kts watt 
/
 x f Speed_SL Power_SL VCAS_SL 
Power_SL_funqvcAS SL = mterp PowerSLreg vector, -, 
v
 - ' \ kts watt kts 
Power_SLJunc(vcAS_SL) = Power_SL_func(vcAS_SL) watt 
SEA LEVEL 80% MCP 
(Speed SL 80MCP Power SL 80MCP . 
Power_SL_80MCP_reg_vector = regress =—= =—= ,3 
^ kts watt 
.
 x f Speed SL 80MCP Power SL 80MCP vcAS SL 80MCP 
Power_SL_80MCPJunc(vcAS SL 80MCP) = mterp Power_SL_80MCP_reg_vector, — — ,— —•, 
\ - - / \^ kts watt kts 
Power_SL_80MCP_func(vcAS_SL_80MCP) = Power_SL_80MCP_func(vcAS_SL_80MCP) watt 
SEA LEVEL 60% MCP 
, Speed_SL 60MCP Power SL_60MCP . 
Power SL 60MCP reg vector = regress , ,3 
~ " " ' kts watt 
f Speed_SL 60MCP Power_SL_60MCP vcAS_SL_60MCP 
Power_SL_60MCPJunc(vcAS SL 60MCPI = mterp Power_SL_60MCP_reg_vector, , 
v
 - - ' \ kts watt kts 
Power_SL_60MCPJunc(vcAS_SL_60MCP) = Power_SL_60MCPJunc(vcAS_SL_60MCP) watt 
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FL 200 100% MCP 
f Speed 200 Power 200 ' 
Power 200 reg vector = regress = — , = — , 3 
_
 " ^ kts watt 
£ . x ( Speed 200 Power 200 VCAS 200 Power_200Junc vcAS 200) = mterp Power 200_reg_vector, = — , = — = — v
 - ' \ kts watt kts 
Power_200Junc(vcAS_200) = Power_200_func(vcAS_20o) watt 
FL 200 80% MCP 
_
 rt _ (Speed 200 80MCP Power 200 80MCP . Power 200 80MCP reg vector = regress =—= , =—= ,3 
~ ~ " " I kts watt 
,
 x ( Speed 200 80MCP Power 200 80MCP vcAS 200 80MCP 
Power_200_80MCP_func(vcAS 200 80MCP) = mterp Power_200_80MCP_reg_vector,—-—=—— , =—= = — ~ 
x
 - - ' \ kts watt kts 
Power_200_80MCPJunc(vcAS_200_80MCP) = Power_200_80MCPJunc(vcAS_200_80MCP) watt 
FL 200 60% MCP 
fSpeed_200_60MCP Power_200_60MCP ^ 
Power 200 60MCP reg vector = regress , , 3 
~ ~ " I kts watt J 
.
 x ( Speed 200 60MCP Power 200 60MCP vcAS 200 60MCP Power 200_60MCPJunc vcAS 200 60MCPI = mterp Power_200 60MCP reg vector, - ^ — , ——= = ~ v
 - - ' \ ~ kts watt kts 
Power_200_60MCPJunc(vcAS_200_60MCp) = Power_200_60MCPJunc(vcAS_200_60MCP) watt 
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FL 250 100% MCP 
[Speed 250 Power 250 . 
Power 250 reg vector = regress = —
 t = — , 3 
" ~ I kts watt 
_
 r , x [ Speed 250 Power 250 vcAS 250 Power_250Junc(vcAS 250) = mterp Power 250_reg vector, = — = — = — v
 -
 ;
 V kts watt kts 
Power_250Junc(vcAS_250) = Power_250_func(vcAS_250) watt 
FL 250 80% MCP 
~ * o ^ . ^ r . fSpeed 250 80MCP Power 250 80MCP -
Power_250_80MCP_reg_vector = regress =—= , =—= , 3 
V kts watt 
« ^ «^ .^« r / x ( s P e e d 2 5 ° 80MCP Power 250 80MCP vcAS 250 80MCP 
Power_250_80MCPJune)vcAS 250 80MCPI = mterp Power 250 80MCP reg vector, =—= , = = = = v
 - - ' \ ~ kts watt kts 
Power_250_80MCPJunc(vcAS_250_80MCP) = Power_250_80MCPJunc(vcAS_250_80MCP) watt 
FL 250 60% MCP 
(Speed 250 60MCP Power 250 60MCP . 
Power 250 60MCP reg vector = regress =—= , =—= ,3 
~ ~ ~ l^  kts watt 
.
 x f Speed 250 60MCP Power 250 60MCP vcAS 250 60MCP 
Power_250_60MCPJunc(vcAS 250 60MCP) = mterp Power 250_60MCP_reg vector, =—= , = = =—= 
v
 - - ' \ kts watt kts 
Power_250_60MCPJunc(vcAS_250_60MCP) = Power_250__60MCPJunc(vcAS_250_60MCP) watt 
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FL 300 100% MCP 
( Speed 300 Power 300 . 
Power 300 reg vector = regress = — . = — , 3 
" " " ^ kts watt 
^ , ,
 x ( Speed 300 Power 300 vcAS 300 
Power_300June vcAS 300) = mterp Power 300 reg vector, = — , = — , = — 
v
 - ' \ ~ kts watt kts 
Power_300Junc(vcAS_300) = Power_300Junc(vcAS_30o) watt 
FL 300 80% MCP 
(Speed 300 80MCP Power 300 80MCP _"\ 
Power 300 80MCP reg vector = regress — — = — = , =—= ,3 
~ ~ ~ " V kts watt ) 
™~ ^.^r, r / \ ( Speed 300 80MCP Power 300 80MCP vcAS 300 80MCP 
Power_300_80MCPJunc(vcAS 300 80MCP) = mterp Power_300_80MCP reg_vector, =—= , =—= = — ~ 
\ - - / [^ - kts watt kts 
Power_300_80MCPJunc(vcAS_300_80MCP) = Power_300_80MCPJunc(vcAS_300_80MCP) watt 
FL 300 60% MCP 
(Speed 300 60MCP Power 300 60MCP ^ 
Power 300 60MCP reg vector = regress =—= , =—= ,3 
" " "
 y
 V kts watt J 
,
 x ( Speed 300 60MCP Power 300 60MCP vcAS 300 60MCP 
Power_300_60MCPJunc(vcAS 300 60MCP) = mterp Power_300_60MCP reg_vector, =—= , =—= , = — ~ 
v
 - - ' \ kts watt kts 
Power_300_60MCPJunc(vcAS_300_60MCP) = Power_300_60MCPJunc(vcAS_300_60MCP) watt 
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1 
8 1 0 
Power_SLJunc(vcAS_SL) 
watt





PowerJ00Junc(vcAS 100)6 10 
watt 
1 Power_100 




T ~ o ^ 4 105 I Power_200 
watt 
O O 





O O 2 10^ 
Power_300Junc(vcAS_300) 
watt 
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D 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 
VCAS_SL Speed_SL VCASJOO SpeedJ 00 VCAS_200 Speed_200 vcAS_250 Speed_250 vcAS_300 Speed_300 
kts kts kts kts kts kts kts kts kts kts 
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0 AIRFOIL DATA [CLEAN] 
AIRFOIL DATA / CLEAN PROFILE 
AIRFOIL DATA IMPORT 
<0> 
cd_clean_Re75mio = CLEAN_Re75mio 
<1> 
cl clean Re75mio = CLEAN Re75mio 
c75(j(q) = linterpfcl_clean_Re75mio,cd_clean_Re75mio,q) 
<0> 
cd_clean_Re83mio = CLEAN_Re83mio 
<1> 
cl clean Re83mio = CLEAN Re83mio 
c 8 3 d ( q ) = l interp(cl_clean_Re83mio,cd_clean_Re83mio,C|) 
<0> 
cd_clean_Re120mio = CLEAN_Re120mio 
<1> 
cl clean Re120mio = CLEAN Re120mio 
c120d(c|) = l in terp(c l_c lean_Re120mio,cd_clean_Re120mio,C|) 
q =0,0.05 1.8 
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INTERPOLATION FOR Re NUMBER 
Re75 = 7.5 10 Re83 = 8.3 106 Rei20 = 12 K ) 6 
Rew(H,vCAS,dlSA) =14 m fRe(H,vCAS,dlSA) 
Cd_clean(c|, H, vcAS, dISA) c75d(q) if 0 < Rew(H,vcAS>dlSA) < Re75 
Rew(H,vCAS,dlSA)-Re75 , , . , . ' 
C 7 5 d ( C | ) + p ^ - R ' (c83d(c,)-c75d(c,)) 
c83d(c|) 
Re83 - Re75 
Rew(H,vcAS,dlSA)-Re83 
Re120 - Re83 
c120d(c|) if Re120^Rew(H,vcASidlSA) 
(c120d(q) - c83d(q)) 
if Re75^Rew(H,vCAS,dlSA)<Re83 
rf Re83^ Rew(H,vcAS,dlSA) < Rei20 
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AIRFOIL LIFT CURVE 
i - 0 6 








0 deg | 
7.5- deg 





a:=-10 deg,-9.9 deg.25- deg 



















interpolated actual Re 
0 AIRFOIL DATA [CLEAN] 
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0 WING GEOMETRY 
WING DATA 
Rew(H,vCAS,dlSA) = l^_w fRe(H,vCAS,dlSA) 
bw 
wing aspect ratio (geometric) 
A w = 8.813 
Sw 
Cmean w = T~ 
















mean geometric chord 
non-flapped / clean wing area 
flaped wing span 
0 WING GEOMETRY 
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0 FUSELAGE GEOMETRY 
FUSELAGE DATA 
This section generates the basic aerodynamic and geometric variables from the input that was 
supplied above 
RN_fus(H,vcAS>diSA) = fRe(H VCAS^ISA) ifus Reynolds Number of the fuselage 
dfUs = / - SfUs equivalent df for non-circular cross-section of fuselage 
dfus= 1 5674 m 
db - j - Sb base diameter of the aft base area 
db= 0 505m 
frfus = _ ^ finess ratio of the fuselage 
dfus 
frfus =7018 
0 FUSELAGE GEOMETRY 
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horizontal tail geometric aspect ratio / see figures 2 5 - 2.7 
mean geometric chord of the horizontal tail 
cemp e h = cmean h exposed empennage surface / exposed mean geometric chord 
^h 
tipchordh 
cemp_e_h horizontal tailplane taper ratio 
^h= 0.2424 
Swet_emp_h = 2 Sh 
Swetemph = 6.83 m 
-0.25 
tn 1 + i n A,h | 
Cemp_e_h 1 + A.n 
216 
VERTICAL TAILPLANE 
vertical tail geometric aspect ratio / see figures 2.5 - 2.7 




A V = 1.0321 
cmean_v = 




Vertical tailplane surface wetted area (Figure 4.6 / Appendix B) 
cemp_e_v - cmean_v exposed empennage surface / exposed mean geometric chord 
tipchordv 
v
 ~ rootchordv horizontal tailplane taper ratio 
\v= 0.525 
Swet_emp_v = 2 Sv l + 0 . 2 5 W 1 + T v X v ' 
Cemp_e_v 1 + ^ v J 
2 
Swet_emp_v = 5.802 m 
0 EMPENNAGE GEOMETRY 
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0TRIM AERODYNAMICS [CLEAN] 
TRIM DATA 
QvlOwf clean = CmO clean 
TRIM REQUIREMENT / CLEAN 
Evaluates the required lift coefficient of the horizontal tail, needed for trimmed balance condition. 
TRIM REQUIREMENT / BALANCE CONDITION 
XNPwf = 5.08m 
XCG = 4.73 m 
xNPh = 11 m 
ln_h = 0.825m 
l | i_w= 1 4m 
CMOwf clean = -0.025 
*ACw = 5.08m 
xACh = H m 
C|\/10w_clean = cm0_clean 
CMOf clean = -0.055 
for15%SM 
same as old 
from 0 deg mean PSW 
CM mm from WT 
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CLh_clean(vCAS>mass):= 
CMOw clean + CMOf clean -
mass g 
qs(vcAs)SwJ ILI_W 
XACw - XCG 
Sh 
sw 
















o ^  
O 





40 60 80 100120140160180200 
VCAS 
kts 
0 TRIM AERODYNAMICS [CLEAN] 
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0 WING AERODYNAMICS [CLEAN] 
WING AERODYNAMICS / CLEAN 
WING LIFT 
/ \ m a s s 9 / x Sh 
CLw clean mass,vcAS := —7 v - ^ - + CLh clean vcAS*mass — 
v 7
 qs(vcAS) • Sw " v ' Sw 
WING LIFT CURVE 
c| w clean(a):=C| cleanl(a) 





"0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
horizontal cruise flight 
WING ANGLE OF ATTACK 
a := 5. deg expected value for a must be defined for the numerical method 
Given 
CL_wclean(«) = CLw_clean(mass,vcAS) 
aw_clean(mass,vcAS) := Find(a) 
aw_clean(2000kg,215kts) = -0.41 deg 
15 
















WING ZERO LIFT DRAG 
DRAG COEFFICIENT DUE TO FRICTION 
CDOw_clean(H, mass, VQAS > dISA) = Cd_clean(c|_clean1 (<* w_clean(mass, VCAS)) , H, VQAS^ ISA) 
CD0w_clean(25000 ft,2000 kg,350 kts,OK) = 0.006 
WAVE DRAG COEFFICIENT 
Page 34, Chapter 4: Figure 4.11 is reproduced with running variables x and y and interpolated 
with Mach number 
tc ratio = 0.13 
A w tc_ratio = 4.464 
M(H,vCAS,dlSA)2-
figure41l(H,vcAS,dlSA) = -* * '— 
tc ratio 
222 
i = 0 10 
x = y = 
i y\ 
Note these are the coordinates of the curve for (Aspect Ratio * 
t/c) values of 4.0. For results of 3.5 and below, different curves 
from Figure 4.11, page 35, should be used 
wavel = psphne(x,y) 
wave2(H,vcAS,d'SA) = interp(wave1,x,y,figure41l(H,vcAS>d'SA)) 
5 
wave3(H, vcAS, d ISA) = wave2( H, vcAS, d ISA) tc_ratio 
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Total Zero Lift Drag Coefficient 
CDOw_v_clean(H,mass,vcAS,dISA) := CoOw_clean(H,mass,vcAS,dISA) + wave3(H,vcAS>dlSA) 
CD0w_v_clean(Oft, 2000kg, vcAS, OK) 
CD0w_v_clean(2500Oft, 2000kg, vCAS, OK) 0.05 h 
Note: it is strange that the zero lift drag coefficient decreases with altitude. This is due to the 
Roskam's wave drag dependency on the Mach Number, which rises with altitude. The results 
will be kept as they are, since high speed flight at low altitude is not one of the important and 
useful performance parameters. That scenario's results, however, will be overpredicted and this 
should be kept in mind. 
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WING DRAG DUE TO LIFT 




































liftl := pspline(xy,z) 
l'tt2(H,vcAS,dlSA) := interp(lift1 ,xy,z,figure413(H,vcAS>dlSA)) 
lift2(H,vCAS,dlSA) 
l'ft3(H,vCAS,dlSA) := * '-
T 
tc ratio 











,-, o o 4 > ° ° 
"4 "2 0 2 
xy,figure413(25000ft,vcAS,OK) 
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Two different calculation methods are necessary, one for the subsonic and one for transonic speed range. 
Subsonic speed range: 
2 
C|__wclean(a w_clean(mass, VCAS) ) " 
CDLw_clean(mass, VCAS) 
71 A v 
Transonic speed range: 
CDLw_clean2(H,mass,vcAS,dISA) = C|_C|eanl(aw_clean(mass,vcAs))~ lift3(H,vcAS,dlSA) 
Interpolation of calculation methods: 
CDLw_clean3(H,mass,vcAS,dISA) = (CDLw_clean(mass,vcAS)) l f 0 < M(H,vcAS,dISA) < 0.25 
M(H,vcAS,dISA)-0.25 
CDLw_clean(mass,vcAS) + — — — _ — (CDLw_clean2(H,mass,vcAS,dlSA) - CDLw_clean(mass,vcAS)) 
O.o - 0.25 
if 0.25 <M(H,VCAS, 
228 
CDLw_clean(2000kg,vcAs) 0.02 h 
O O 







TOTAL WING DRAG 
CDw_clean(H,mass,vcAS,dISA) := CDOw_v_clean(H,mass,vcAS,dlSA) + CDLw_clean3(H,mass,vcAS,dlSA) 
0 WING AERODYNAMICS [CLEAN] 
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0 FUSELAGE AERODYNAMICS [CLEAN] 
FUSELAGE DRAG COEFFICIENT 
4.3 FUSELAGE DRAG COEFFICIENT PREDICTION 
4.3.1 Transonic Fuselage Drag Coefficient 
CDOJUS fuselage zero-lift coefficient / see 4 3 2 1 
CDLJUS fuselage drag coefficient due to lift / see 4 3 2 2 
4.3.1.1. Fuselage zero-lift drag coefficient 
Wing fuselage interference factor (figure 4 1) 
Interpolation (bi-hnear) of the wing/fuselage interference factor from values for M=0 25 - M=0 9 
j =0 18 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































R w f M 0 7 j 0.95 
RwfM08; 
J 0.91 







splinevec09 := pspline(Refus, RwfM09) 
RwfM09_i(Re) := interp(splinevec09,Refus,RwfM09>Re) 
splinevec08 := pspline(Refus, RwfM08) 
RwfM08_i(Re) := interp(splinevec08,Refus,RwfM08^Re) 
splinevec06 := pspline(Refus,RwfM06) 
RwfM06_i(Re) "-= interp(splinevec06,Refus,RwfM06'Re) 
splinevec025 := pspline(Refus, RwfM025) 
RwfM025_i(Re) := interp(splinevec025,Refus,RwfM025<Re) 
rjTTm ^ir^'w^r—D TI 
^^^g^p ,y' /vWL 
• ;,--"[ V Y / \M 




•10 1 10 
splinevec085 := pspline(Refus, RwfM085) 
RwfM085_i(Re) = interp(splinevec085, Refus, RwfM085> Re) 
splinevec07 := pspline(Refus,RwfM07) 
RwfM07_i(Re) := interp(splinevec07,Refus,RwfM07>Re) 
splinevec04 := pspline(Refus,RwfM04) 
RwfM04_i(Re) := interp(splinevec04,Refus,RwfM04*Re) 
Rwf(H,vCAS,dlSA) RwfM025_i <- 'nterp(splinevec025,RefUs,RwfM025,RN_fus(H,vcAS^dlSA)) 
RwfM04_i <- mterp(splmevec04,RefUs,RwfM04,RN_fus(H,vcAS,dISA)) 
RwfM06_i <- mterp(splinevec06, Refus, RwfM06, RN_fus(H, VCAS,dISA)) 
RwfM07_i <- mterp(splmevec07,Refus,RwfM07>RN_fus(H,vcAS,dISA)) 
RwfM08_i <- mterp(splmevec08,Refus,RwfM08,RN_fus(H,vcAS,dISA)) 
RwfM085_i <- mterp(splinevec085,Refus,RwfM085,RN_fus(H,vcAS,dlSA)) 
RwfM09_i <- mterp(sphnevec09,Refus,RwfM09,RN_fus(H,vcAS,dISA)) 
interp(splinevec025,Refus,RwfM025,RN_fus(H,vcAS,dISA)) if (O < M(H,vcAS,dlSA) < 0.25) 
M(H,vCAS,dlSA)-0.4 
(RwfM025_i - RwfM04_i) ; r T 7 — — + RwfM04 
0.25 - 0.4 
,
 x M(H,vcAS,dlSA)-0.6 
(RwfM04_i - RwfM06_i) ——— + RwfM06_ 
0.4-0.6 
M(H,vCAS,dlSA)-0.7 
(RwfM06_i - RwfM07_i) — — ^ + RwfM07 
0.6-0.7 
M(H,vCAS,dlSA)-0.8 
(RwfM07j - RwfM08_i) — — ^ + RwfM08_ 
0.7-0.8 
x M(H,vCAS,dlSA)-0.85 
(RwfM08_i - RwfM085_i) ——z-rz + RwfM085_i 
O.o - O.o5 
x M(H,vCAS,dlSA)-0.9 
(RwfM085_i " RwfM09_i) z-zrz—— + RwfM09_ 
O.o5 - 0.9 
if (0.25 < M(H,VCAS,dISA) < 0.4) 
if (0.4 < M(H,vcAS,dlSA) < 0.6) 
if (0.6 < M(H,vcAS,dlSA) < 0.7) 
if (0.7 < M(H,vcAS,dlSA) < 0.8) 
if (0.8 < M(H,vcAS,dlSA) < 0.85) 
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Roskam says that the interference factor approaches 1 at speeds in excess of M=0.9. This can 
be observed in the graph below, and therefore the graph is potentially correct. However, the graph 
indicates that the skin friction drag and pressure drag positively influence each other at sea level 
and speeds between 160-340 Ckts, which is questionable. However, this procedure will be used 
until proven wrong. Below is shown the option of setting all values lower than 1 equal to 1. 
Rwf2(H,vCAS,dlSA):= Rwf(H,vCAS,dlSA) if 1 < Rwf(H,vCAS,dlSA) 
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J L 
0 50 100 150 200 250 
VCAS 
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300 350 400 






Cf_fus3(H,vCAS,dlSA) := Cf_fUs(H,vCAS,dlSA) + - * — '- • (Cfjus2(H,vCAS,dlSA) - Cf_fUs(H,vCAS,dlSA)) 
0.9 
235 
Roskam dictates the use of the M=0.6 curve for the entire transonic speed range, therefore an 
if statement is needed. 
Cf_fUS4(H,vcAS,dlSA):= |Cf_fUs3(H,vCAS,dlSA) if M(H,vCAS,dlSA) < 0.6 
Cf_fus(H,vcAS,dlSA) + - = - • (Cf_fUs2(H,vCAS,dlSA) - Cf_fUs(H,vCAS,dlSA)) if 0.6 < M(H,vCAS>dlSA) 
0.0035 
Cfjus(2500Oft,vcAS,0K) 











1 io6 1 io7 1 io8 
RN_fus(25000ft,vCAS,OK) 
.
 x Swet fus Cf fus4 H,vCAS,dlSA c " 
236 
Fuselage pressure drag coefficient 
Note that similarly to the previous section, the curve M=0.6 is used for the transonic speed range. 
Cdp_fus(H,vCAS,dlSA) = Cf_fUS4(H,vCAS,dlSA) 60 
' I fus^ 
0.0025 ' i fus^ 
L V d f u S y 
VdfuSy 
Swet fus 
Fuselage base drag coefficient 
Base area was guestimated and should be updated once more data become available. 













CD0_fus_base(H, vcAS, dISA) 
SfusJ 
CDb_fus(30000 ft,350 kts,OK) = 0.001 
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Fuselage wave drag coefficient 
Note: Figure 4.22 shows that the wave drag in this case becomes significant only after 
M=0.99 and will therefore be neglected. 
Total fuselage zero lift coefficient (4.30) 
CDO_fus(H,vCAS,dlSA) := Rwf(H,vCAS,dlSA) • (Cdf_fus(H,vCAS,dlSA) + Cdp_fus(H,vCAS,dlSA)) + CDb_fus(H,vCAS,dlSA) 
CD0_fus(Oft,vCAS,0K) 0.008 
CDO_fus(25000ft, vcAS, OK) 
0.006 
0.004 




4.3.1.2. Fuselage drag coefficient due to lift 
a Fuselage angle of attack in radians, which is the same as the airplane angle of attack (Figure 4.18) 
afus_clean(mass,vcAS) = aw_clean(mass,vcAs) + >w 
Ratio of the drag of the finite cylinder to the drag of an infinite cylinder (Figure 4.19) 




















fr =0 15 
splinevecri = pspline(ffr,rn) 
rlfus2(ff") = interp(splmevecr|,ffr,r|Ti ,fr) 
nfus = interp(splinevecT],ffr,Tir| ,frfus) 
239 
Experimental steady state cross-flow drag coefficient of a circular cylinder (Figure 4.20) 
1 - 0 . 9 
Mc_clean(mass,H,VCAS,dISA) := M(H,vcAS,dlSA) sin( afus_clean(mass,vcAS) ) 





















MM := 0.01,0.02..! 






D n I l~ 
0.5 
o o 
p o o o 
_L _L 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
MMc,,Mc Clean(2000kg,25000ft,350kts,OK) 
Subsonic fuselage drag coefficient due to lift (4.33) 
CDL_fus_clean(mass,H,vcAS>dlSA):= 
i 3 
2 (afus_clean(<nass,vcAS)rSb+ nfus cdc_clean(mass,H,vcAS,dISA) ( afus_clean(mass,vcAS) ) Spif_fUs 






CDL_fus_clean(200O kg, 25000ft, vCAS, 0K)Q.002 
CDL_fus_clean_trans(200(> kg, VCAS) 
0 
| 1 1 1 1 1 1 
_ 1 
- ^ 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
VCAS 
kts 
Note: base area was guessed and therefore transonic drag results will not be used. Also, 
when in doubt, it is common engineering practice to take the more conservative results, 
which in this case come from the subsonic calculation method. 
Total fuselage drag coefficient (4.3.2) 






4.8 WINDSHIELD DRAG PREDICTION 
4.8.2 Windshield drag prediction 
ACD_WS = 0 002 incremental drag coefficient due to windshield / see figure 4 68 
Note Roskam does not offer a method for calculating 
the transonic windshield drag, therefore the subsonic 
values will be used as an approximation 
0 FUSELAGE AERODYNAMICS [CLEAN] 
CD WS = ACQ WS 
Sfus (4 80) 
CD WS = 0 0002 
242 
0 EMPENNAGE AERODYNAMICS [CLEAN] 
EMPENNAGE DRAG COEFFICIENT 
devided in 2 parts: cD0 emp empennage zero-lift drag coefficient 
cDL empennage drag coefficient due to lift 
Atail = 10 deg 
lambda = cos(Atail) 
lambda =0.985 
k = 0 5 



























fnRLS0 25 = Psplme(cosiambda,RLS0 25) 
funRLSO 25 = mterp(fnRLSO 25*cos|ambda,RLSO 25. lambda) 
fnRLS0 6 = Pspline(cosiambda.RLS0 6) 
funRLSO 6 = mterp(fnRLSO 6,cos|ambda>RLS0 6,lambda) 
fnRLS0 8 = Psplme(cos|ambda>RLS0 8) 
funRLSO 8 = mterp(fnRLSO 8>cos|ambda»RLS0 sJambda) 
fnRLS0 9 = Psplme(cosiambda,RLS0 9) 
funRLSO 9 = mterp(fnRLSO 9^os|ambda^RLS0 gJambda) 
RLS(H,vCAS,dlSA) (funRLSO 25) if 0 < M(H,vCAS,dlSA) < 0.25 
M(H,vcAS,dlSA) - 0 .25 
funRLSO 25 + 
funRLSO 6 + 
funRLSO 8 + 
0 .6 -0 .25 
M(H,vcAS,dlSA)-0.6 
0 . 8 - 0 . 6 
M(H,vcAS,dlSA)-0.8 
0.9-0.8 
(funRLSO 6 - funRLSO 25 
(funRLSO 8 - funRLSO 6) 
(funRLSO 9 - funRLSO 8) 
if 0.25 < M(H,vcAS,dlSA) < 0.6 
if 0.6 < M(H,vcAS>dlSA) < 0.8 






0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
M(2500Oft,vcAS>0K) 
Empennage zero-lift drag coefficient: 
RLS lifting surface correction factor (figure 4.2) with the individual empennage surface sweep angle 
taken from wing / neglecting empennage sweep angle 
RLS_h(H,vcAS>diSA) := RLs(H,vcAS>diSA) horizontal tailplane / lifting surface correction factor 
RLS_v(H,vcAS,diSA) := RLS(H,VCAS^ISA) vertical tailplane / lifting surface correction factor 
Reynolds Number of the horizontal tailplane (4.7) 
RN_emp_h(H,vcAS,dlSA) := fRe(H,vcAS,dlSA) • Cemp_e_h 
Reynolds Number of the vertical tailplane (4.7) 
RN_emp_v(H,vcAS>dlSA) := fRe(H,vcAS>dlSA) • cemp_e_v 
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Turbulent flat plate friction coefficient of the empennage surface (figure 4.3) as function of Mach 




2 58 (log(RN_emp_h(H,vcAS,dlSA))) 
/ x 0.43 Cf_emp2_h(H,vCAS>dlSA) = — 
(log(RN_emp_h(H, vcAS, dlSA)))~ 
M(H,vcAS>dlSA) 
Cf_emp3_h(H,vcAS^dlSA) = Cf_emp1_h(H,vcAS,dlSA) + —^ — '- (Cf_emp2_h(H,vcAS,dlSA) - Cf_emp1_h(H,vcAS,dlSA)) 
Roskam dictates the use of the M=0 6 curve for the entire transonic speed range, therefore an if statement is needed. 
Cf_emp4_h( H, vc AS, d ISA) Cf_emp3_h(H,vCAS,dlSA) if M(H,vCAS,dlSA) < 0 6 
06 
0.9 
Cf_emp1_h(H,vCAS,dlSA) + — (Cf_emp2_h(H,vCAS,dlSA) - Cf_emp1_h(H,vCAS>dlSA)) if 0.6 < M(H,vCAS,dlSA) 
/ \ / \ ^wet_emp_h 
Cf emp hH,vCAS,dlSA) = Cf emp4 h (H,vcAS*dlSA) 
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Vertical Tailplane: 
Cf_emp1_v{H, vcAS> dISA) 0.455 
(log(RN_emp_v(H,vcAS,dlSA))) 2.58 
Cf_emp2_v(H,vcAS,dlSA) = 0.43 
(log(RN_emp_v(H, vcAS, dISA))) 2.58 
M(H,vcAS>dlSA) 
Cf_emp3_v(H,vcAS,dlSA) = Cf_emp1_y(H,vcAS,dlSA) + - * — '- (Cf_emp2_v(H,vcAS>dlSA) - Cf_emp1_v(H,vcAS,dlSA)) 
0.9 
Roskam dictates the use of the M=0.6 curve for the entire transonic speed range, therefore an if statement is needed. 
Cf_emp4_v(H,vcAS>dlSA) Cf_emp3_v(H,vcAS,dlSA) if M(H,vcAS,dlSA) < 0.6 
Cf_emp1_v(H,vcAS,dlSA) + — (Cf_emp2_v(H,vcAS,dlSA) - Cf_emp1_v(H,vcAS,cllSA)) if 0.6 < M(H,vCAS,dlSA) 
/ \ / \ ^w e t emp_v 
Cf_emp_v(H,vcAS,dlSA) = Cf_emp4_v(H,vcAS>dlSA) 
bw 
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EMPENNAGE ZERO LIFT DRAG without Wave Drag 
CDO_emp_h(H,vcAS.dlSA) = R|_S_h(H,vcAS.dlSA) Cf_emp_h(H,vcAS.dlSA) 1 +Lh ( »h cemp_e_h 100 Vcemp_e_hy 
Swet_emp_h 
CDO_emp_v_prehm(H,vcAS>dlSA) = RLS_v(H,vcAS,dlSA) Cf_emp_v(H,vcAS>dlSA) 1 +LV 
y cemp_e_vy 




Empennage zero lift wave drag coefficient / Assumption: unswept wing 
Horizontal Tailplane: 
Page 34, Chapter 4: Figure 4.11 is reproduced with running variables x and y and interpolated with Mach number. 
tc ratio = 0.13 
Ah tcjratio = 2.456 
figure411_h(H,vcAS<dlSA) 




i = 0 10 

























Note: this are the coordinates of the curve for (Aspect Ratio * t/c) values of 2.0. For result 
deviations of more than +/- 0.5, different curves from Figure 4.11, page 35, should be used. 
wave1_h = pspline(x_h,y_h) 
wave2_h(H,vcAS>dlSA) = interp(wave1_h,x_h,y_h,figure411_h(H,vcAS^dlSA)) 
5 
wave3_h(H,VQAS^dISA) = wave2_h(H,VCAS>dISA) tc_ratio 























I 1 1 




~ J O 1 I 
1.5 1 0.5 













Page 34, C 
tc_ratio = 0.1 
1 
3 A v tc_ratio 
figure411_v(H 






























r 4: Figure 4.11 is reproduced with running variables x and y and interpolated with Mach number. 
3 
J M(H,vCAS>dlSA)2-l dISA) = -2-i- i 1 L 
1 
tc_ratio 
Note: this are the coordinates of the curve for (Aspect Ratio x t/c) values of 0.5. For result 
deviations of more than +/- 0.25, different curves from Figure 4.11, page 35, should be used. 
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wave1_v := pspline(x_v,y_v) 
wave2_v(H, VQAS> dISA) := interp(wave1_v,x_v,y_v,figure411_v(H, VCAS>dISA)) 
5 
wave3_v(H,vcAS>dlSA) := wave2_v(H,vcAS^dlSA) • tc_ratio . 3 
wave3_v(25000 ft,350 kts,0K) = 0.009 
y_v 
o o 
wave2_v(25000ft, VQAS^ OK) 2 
b o o. i .^-o 1 I 
2 1.5 1 0.5 0 
x_v,figure411_v(25000ft,vcAS,OK) 
It is doubtful if the zero lift coefficient of the vertical tail should have higher values at low speeds than at higher ones. It 
appears as if this calculation method binds the angle of attack into the vertical tail calculation, which is incorrect. For that 
reason, an if statement is built in and and its curve shown in the graph below. 
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.vCAS^dlSA) if 250 kts < vcAS 
,250 kts.dlSA) if VCAS * 250 kts 
" I I I 
1 1 1 
















Total Zero Lift Drag Coefficient 




t v 0.04 
CDO_emp(25000ft,vcAS,OK) 
0.02 
0 100 200 300 400 
VCAS 
kts 
Note: it is strange that the zero lift drag coefficient decreases with altitude. This is due to the Roskam's wave drag 
dependency on the Mach Number, which rises with altitude. The results will be kept as they are, since high speed flight at 
low altitude is not one of the important and useful performance parameters. That scenario's results, however, will be 
overpredicted and this should be kept in mind. 
EMPENNAGE DRAG DUE TO LIFT (INCLUDING REQUIRED TRIM LIFT) 
Page 37, Chapter 4: Figure 4.13a, graph 3 is reproduced with running variables xy_h and z_h and interpolated with Mach 
number. 
M(H,vCAS,dlSA) - 1 
figure413_h(H,vcAS,dlSA) = —* L 
tc_ratio 





































, 3 tc ratio 






I o o o 
o 
„ o \ ° 
" 4 - 2 0 2 
xy_h,figure413_h(25000tt,vcAS.OK) 
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Two different calculation methods are necessary, one for the subsonic and one for transonic speed range. 
Subsonic speed range: 
CDL_emp_clean(mass, VCAS) 
C|_h_clean( VCAS, mass)'- Sh 
n Ah eh 
Transonic speed range: 
CDL_emp_clean2(H,mass,vcAS>dlSA) = C|_h_clean(vCAS>mass) lift3(H,vCAS,dlSA) 
Interpolation of calculation methods 
CDL_emp_clean3(H, mass, VCAS, dISA) (CDL_emp_clean(mass,vcAs)) if 0 < M(H,vcAS,dlSA) < 0.3 
M(H,vcAS>dlSA)-0.3 1 
CDL_emp_clean(mass,vcAs) + — — — (CDL_emp_clean2(H, mass, vcAS>d ISA) - CDL_emp_clean(mass,vcAs)) 
O.o - 0.3 I 
if 0.3 • 
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/ v 0.02 
CDL emp clean(2000kg,vcAS) 
0 0 
CDL emp clean2(25000ft,2000kg,VCAS,0K) 
0 0





TOTAL EMPENNAGE DRAG 
cD_emp_clean(H, vcAS, mass, dISA) = Coo_emp(H,vcAS,dlSA) 
0 EMPENNAGE AERODYNAMICS [CLEAN] 





\ ° A> ° 
1 1 ^J-ujuwuTTTTrrrTTtfrn 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
VCAS 
kts 




0 INLET AERODYNAMICS [CLEAN] 
4.5 INLET DRAG COEFFICIENT PREDICTION 
4.5.1. Isolated Inlet Drag Coefficient Increment (Interference) 
Note: Inlets are integrated in the fuselage and are positioned left and right just before the root of the wing. This makes it 
difficult to treat it as two isolated bodies, since only a part of their skin is exposed to the freestream. Hence, they will be 
treated as one body that is formed when the two inlets are connected to each other instead of to the fuselage. 
Reynolds Number of the inlet (4.31) 
RN_n(H.vCAS.dlSA) = fRe(H,vCAS,dlSA) l n 
Turbulent flat plate skin friction coefficient of the inlet (figure 4.3) as a function of Reynolds Number 
0.455 
Cf_n(H,vCAS,dlSA) = — 
(log(RN_n(H,vCAS,dlSA)))-
0.43 
Cf_n2(H,vCAS,dlSA) = 9 58 (log(RN_n(H,vcAS,dlSA))p 
M(H,vcAS,dlSA) 
Cf_n3(H,vCAS,dlSA) = Cf_n(H,vCAS,dlSA) + - ^ — '- (Cf_n2(H,vCAS,dlSA) - Cf_n(H,vCAS,dlSA)) 
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Roskam dictates the use of the M=0 6 curve for the entire transonic speed range, therefore an if statement is needed 
Cf_n4(H,vcAS»dlSA) Cf_n3(H,vcAS,dlSA) if M(H,vCAS>dlSA) < 0 6 
06 Cf_n(H,vCAS dISA) + — (Cf_n2(H,vCAS,dlSA) - Cf_n(H,vCAS,dlSA)) if 0 6 < M(H,vCAS,dlSA) 
Cdf_n(H,vCAS,dlSA) = Cf_n4(H,vCAS,dlSA) Swet n 
Inlet pressure drag coefficient 
Note that similarly to the previous section, the curve M=0 6 is used for the transonic speed range 






It is not clear if only a fraction of this drag should be 
used because of the airflow through the turbine 
Inlet base drag coefficient 
Inlet base area was already included in the base area of the fuselage 
Inlet wave drag coefficient 
Note Figure 4 22 shows that the wave drag in this case becomes significant only after M=0 99 and will therefore be 
neglected 
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Total inlet zero lift coefficient (4.30) 
CD0_n(H,vCAS,dlSA) := Cdf_n(H,vCAS.dlSA) + Cdp_n(H,vCAS,dlSA) 






EMPENNAGE DRAG DUE TO LIFT 
Inlet angle of attack in radians (set equal to the wing angle of attack) 
Inlet angle of attack can be estimated as follows 
• 
a n = a w + i n+ en 
a w 
wing angle of attack 
'n 
inlet incidence angle (see figure 4 35) 
en 
inlet upwash angle (depends on position / see figure 4 36) 
an_clean(mass VCAS) = otw_clean(mass,vcAs) 
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f r : = 0 . . 1 5 
splinevecn := pspline(ffr,TiTi) 
Tln2(fr) := interp(splinevecri,ffr,Ti"n ,fr) 
TI




















Experimental steady state cross-flow drag coefficient of a circular cylinder (Figure 4.20) 
i= 0 .9 MCn_clean(mass,H,vcAS.dlSA) := M(H,vcAS,dlSA)- sin(jan_C|ean(mass,vcAS)|) 





















MM:= 0.01,0.02.. 1 
splineveccd := pspline(MMc,ccd) 
cdcn_clean(mass, H, VCAS* dISA) := interp(splineveccd, MMc,ccd, MCn_clean(mass, H,VCAS>dISA)) 
ccd. 





p O O o 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
MMc,, Mcn_clean(2000kg, 25000ft, 350kts, OK) 
Subsonic inlet drag coefficient due to lift (4.33) 
x n n • cdcn clean(mass, H,VCAS,dISA) • ( jan clean(mass,VCAS)I) • Spif n 
CDL n clean mass,H,VCAS,dlSA:= = * 1 " ~ — 
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Transonic fuselage drag coefficient due to lift (4.39) 
2 s b 




CDL_n_clean_trans( 2000- kg, VCAS) 
o 
I I I 1 1 l 
i i i i i i 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 ! 
VCAS 
kts 
Note: There is no inlet base area, and therefore Roskam's transonic drag coefficient due to lift cannot be used. 
Nevertheless, an experiment is shown above where the base area of the fuselage was taken and the transonic drag 
calculated. It is clearly evident that the deviations between the two curves are minimal, and therefore subsonic drag 
estimation will be used for all speed ranges. 
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4.5.2 Installed Nacelle Drag Coefficient Increment 
NOTE: 
This method provides the "interference" drag increment due to nacelle installations. 
4.5.2.2 Fuselage/nacelle interference drag coefficient 
Note: Cdn' was found from Figure 4.42 for CIn = 0 and Fa2 was selected for the case of no local area ruling. 
Cdn = 0.075 
Fa2 = 1 
4.65 Spif_n CD_n_int = Fa2 (cdn - 0.05) 
CD_njnt= 0.003 
4.5.2.3 Cooling drag coefficient increment 
At this point, it is not clear by which means the engine is being cooled. In absence of better methods, Roskam's 
approach for propeller engines is used. 
CD n cool = 1 
Scooling 
Total inlet drag coefficient (4.29) 
CD_n_clean(mass,H,vcAS>dlSA) = Co_n_int + CDL_n_clean(mass,H,vcAS,dlSA) + CD0_n(H,vcAS,dlSA) + CD_n_cool 
0 INLET AERODYNAMICS [CLEAN] 
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APPENDIX D 
NUMERICAL AIRCRAFT FLIGHT PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION METHOD 
Input: 
0 WING DATA 
D-JET FLIGHT PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION 
2. Part of Graduate Thesis by Igor Lebovic, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
"Numerical and Experimental Flight Performance Estimation Methods" 
WING DATA 
AO 5c w = 0 deg semi-chord sweep angle 
iw = -3 deg 
l|i w = 1 «35 m 
2 
Sw = 15.8 m 
bw = 11.8 m 
2 
Swfl = 10 m" 
0 WING DATA 
wing incidence angle / negative for up 
mean aerodynamic chord 
wing reference area 
wing span 
flapped wing area 
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0 FUSELAGE DATA 
FUSELAGE DATA 
lfus.= 8.510 m 
Swet fus -15 nrT wetted area of the fuselage 
Spif fus- 5 rrT fuselage planform area - guestimation 





 base area, flat base at the end of the fuselage 
0 FUSELAGE DATA 
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0 EMPENNAGE DATA 
HORIZONTAL TAIL 
eh = 0 75 
S h - 3 8 m2 
bh = 3 9 m 
1^  h = 766 7 mm 
xNPh = 7 372 m 
th - 128 mm 
tipchordh = 0 4268 m 
th = l 
for T-Tails (Roskam 4 4 1 2, P 69) 
horizontal tailplane surface (reference) Area 
span of horizontal tail 
mean aerodynamic chord of horizontal tail 
guestimation 
thickness 
thickness ratio / ratio from root to tip (1= constant ratio over span) 
1
 Airfoil thickness location parameter (figure 4 4) using the maximum thickness location 
associated with the horizontal / vertical tailplane airfoil 
Lh = 1 2 rough guestimation 
270 
VERTICAL TAIL 
Sv = 2 8 m2 
bv = 1 9 m 
l^ v - 1 855m 
xVNP = 6 721 m 
tv = 148 mm 
tipchordv = 945 mm 
rootchordv = 1 8 m 
TV = 1 
Lv = 1 2 
0 EMPENNAGE DATA 
vertical tailplane surface (reference) Area 
span of vertical tail 
mean aerodynamic chord of vertical tail 
position of ac pf vertical tail 
thickness 
thickness ratio / ratio from root to tip (1 = constant ratio over span) 
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0 TRIM DATA 
TRIM DATA 
XNFW = 2380mm guestimation (equal to xN P F R) 
XCG = 2350mm guestimation 
CMOh = 0 guess 
2194+ 156 = 2350 max FWD CG 
2194 + 303 = 2497 max AFT CG 
cm0_clean = -0 0655 
-0 001844 
cma clean = deg 
0 TRIM DATA 
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Output: 
0 CONSTANTS, UNITS & ATHMOSPHERE 
CONSTANTS, UNITS & STANDARD ATHMOSPHERE 
US unit system active 
J = joule W = watt kts = 1.852 kph RPM = mm" 
H = 0 ft,500 ft 35000 ft VCAS = 5 kts, 10 kts 360 kts 
mass = 1800 kg, 1850 kg 2200 kg 
mass = 2000 kg 
INTERNATIONAL STANDARD ATMOSPHERE (ISA) 
DIN ISO 2533 
P 0 = 1.225 ~ po = 101325 Pa T0 = 288.15 K YH = -0.0065 -
3 m 
m 
R = 287.05287 —— 
kg K 
H 
p(H) - po | 1 +YH — 
YHR 
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dlSA:=-30 K,0 K. 30 K 
dlSA:=0 K 
T|SA(H,dlSA) := T0 + dISA + Y H • H 
P(H) 
n/H riRA\ • K V . , ™ V . R T | S A ( H d | S A ) 
JVV 
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VELOCITY OF SOUND / MACH 
NUMBER 
K : = 1 . 4 
a(H,dlSA) := ^ K - R- T|SA(H,dlSA) 
**<u . ,OA\ vTAS(H,vCAS,dlSA) M(H,vcAS»dlSA) := * '-
^
 O M O
 ' a(H,dlSA) 















S V O A • — =: (SVOA)sb Z Od v r 
aunssaud OIWVNAd 
REYNOLDS FACTOR 
For calculation of local Re-Numbers multiply the factor with the specific length 
Interpolation of absolute viscosity (taken from Schhchting/Truckenbrot) 
i =0 6 


























A 2 "1 k9 ft sec — 
3 
Absolute viscosity 
sphnevecju = pspline(T2,^2) 
u(H,dlSA) = interp(splinevec|i,T2,|i2,T|SA(H,cllSA)) 
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n(Oft,0 K) = Olbft'1sec'1 
Reynolds factor 
fRe(H,vCAS>dlSA):= 
p(H,dlSA) • VTAS(H,vCAS>dlSA) 
n(H,dlSA) 






4 1 0 -
200 250 300 
T2 T | S A ( H , 0 K ) 
350 3 10 











0 2 10 4 1 0 
H 
ft 
0 CONSTANTS, UNITS & ATHMOSPHERE 
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0 ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
FJ33-4A 
SEA LEVEL //100 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 72° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 72 
'Thrust_row^ 
Speed_row 
























Power lever angle settings: 90 degrees for take off up to speeds of M=0.38, 







































































































































Thrust SL:= Thrust row • Ibf 
Speed_row = 











































Speed_SL := Speed_row kts 
T lb 



























































































































SEA LEVEL // 80 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 62,4° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 62.4 
'Thrustj-ow^ 
Speed_row 








































































(Power_Lever_Angle Altitude_Feet Power_Mode TemperatureDeviation) 
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Thrust SL 80MCP := Thrust row Ibf 
Speed_SL_80MCP := Speed_row kts 
T lb 









Thrust SL 80MCP = 










































































Power_SL_80MCP. := Thrust_SL_80MCP. V J A S ( 0 ft,Speed_SL_80MCP.,dlSA) 












Power SL 80MCP 5 








SEA LEVEL // 60 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 52,8° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 52.8 
^Thrust_row^ 
Speedrow 





















































(Power_Lever_Angle Altitude_Feet Power_Mode Temperature_Deviation) 
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Thrust SL 60MCP := Thrust row • Ibf 































Thrust SL 60MCP = 

















































i := 0 . 9 








































Power SL 60MCP 
watt 
2 1 0 " 




10.000 ft// 100% MAX CONTINOUS/PLA 72° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 72 
'Thrustj-ow^ 
Speed_row 








































































































































































































































Thrust 100:= Thrust row • Ibf 
Speed_100:= Speed_row • kts 
T lb 















































































i := 0 9 
ThrusMOO. = Speed_100. = 



































- r j 
1 1 A 6 
1 10 












10.000 ft // 80 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 62,4° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 62.4 Altitude 
'ThrusMDw^ 
Speedrow 














































(Power_Lever_Angle Altitude_Feet PowerMode Temperature_Deviation) 























































































































































































ThrusM 00_80MCP:= Thrust_row Ibf 
SpeedJ 00_80MCP:= Speed_row kts 




Thrust 100 80MCP 
newton 
20(H) h 


















































i := 0 . 9 





















Power_100_80MCP; := Thrust J OO.SOMCPj vjAsf 10000 ft,SpeedJ00_80MCP,dlSA) 















Power 100 80MCP 5 







10000ft // 60 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 52,8° 
<Thrust_row^ 
Speed_row 
^ Fuel_row j 



















































































































































































































ThrusM00_60MCP:= Thrust row Ibf 
















































































i - 0 9 





















Power_100_60MCP. := Thrust J 00_60MCP. 
Power 100 60MCP. = 




























20.000 ft // 100 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 72° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 72 
fThrustrow^ 
Speedrow 



















































































































































































Thrust row = 











































Fuel row = 
Thrust 200 := Thrust row • Ibf 






































































































- 0 . 9 
Thrust_200. = Speed_200. = 



































vTAQf 2 0 0 0 0 ft.SDeed 200..dlSA) 
- r J 
i i rJ> 
1 10 
Power 200 5 










20.000 ft // 80 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 62,4° 













































(PowerLeverAngle AltitudeFeet PowerMode Temperature_Deviation) 
'Thrust_row^ 
Speed_row 


























































































































Thrust row = 
Speed_row = 
































































Thrust_200_80MCP := Thrust row • Ibf 
Speed_200_80MCP := Speed_row • kts 








Thrust 200 80MCP = 









































































Power_200_80MCP; := Thrus^OO.SOMCR vjAsf 20000 ft,Speed_200_80MCPj,dlSA) 














Power 200 80MCP 5 
—f 410 
watt 
2 1 0 r 





20.000ft // 60 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 52,8° 








































(Power_l_ever_Angle AltitudeFeet Power_Mode TemperatureDeviation) 
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Power_Lever_Angle = 52.8 
(Thrust_row 
Speed_row 






























































































































Thrust row = 

































































Thrust 200 60MCP := Thrust row • Ibf 
Speed_200_60MCP := Speed_row • kts 





Thrust 200 60MCP 
newton 


















































i := 0..9 

























Power_200_60MCP. := Thrust_200_60MCP. V J A S ( 2 0 0 0 0 • ft,Speed_200_60MCPj,dlSA) 






















25.000 ft // 100 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 72° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 72 
rThrust_row^ 
Speed_row 











































































































































































Thrust row = 
































































Thrust 250 := Thrust row • Ibf 
Speed_250 := Speed_row • kts 









Thrust 250 = 







































































i := 0 .9 















































25.000 ft // 80 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 62,4° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 62 .4 
'Thrustj-ow^ 
Speed_row 














































































































































































































































Thrust 250 80MCP 

























Thrust 250 80MCP:= Thrust_row Ibf 
Speed_250_80MCP:= Speed_row kts 



























i := 0 9 
Thrust 250 80MCP. -









































Power 250 80MCP 5 














25000ft // 60 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 52,8° 
'ThrustjW^ 
Speed_row 
v Fuel_row j 








































































































































































Thrust row = 

































































Thrust 250 60MCP := Thrust row Ibf 
Speed_250_60MCP:= Speed_row kts 




















































































Power_250_60MCP. := Thrus^O.SOMCP • vjAsf25000- ft,Speed_250_60MCPj,dlSA) 





























30.000 ft // 100 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 72° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 72 Altitude_Feet 
'ThrustjWi 
Speed_row 





































































































































































Thrust row = 
Speed_row = 
































































Thrust 300 := Thrust row • Ibf 
Speed_300 := Speed_row kts 
T lb 










Thrust 300 = 







































































: = 0 . 9 
Thrust_300. = Speed_300. = 





















— I — | ' r-w*l 
kts
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30.000 ft // 80 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 62,4° 
Power_Lever_Angle = 62.4 Altitude 
'Thrust_rowN' 
Speedrow 














































(Power_Lever_Angle Altitude_Feet Power_Mode Temperature_Deviation) 





















































































































Thrust row = 
Speed_row = 
































































Thrust 300 80MCP := Thrust_row • Ibf 
Speed_300_80MCP := Speed_row • kts 









Thrust 300 80MCP = 









































































Power_300_80MCP. := Thrust_300_80MCP. 
Power 300 80MCP. -












V J A S ( 3 0 0 0 0 ft, Speed_300_80MCP., 6\SA\ 
r i n 5 6 IO 
4 1 0 5 
Power_300_80MCP 
watt 










35000ft // 60 % MAX CONTINOUS / PLA 52,8° 
'Thrust_row^ 
Speedj-ow 
^ Fuel_row j 






































































































































































Thrust row = 

































































Thrust 300 60MCP := Thrust row • Ibf 
Speed_300_60MCP := Speed_row • kts 








Thrust 300 60MCP = 










































































Power_300_60MCP; := Thrust_300_60MCPj • vjAsf 30000 f^ SpeedJBOO.SOMCP^dlSA) 
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100 150 200 250 
Speed_250 
kts 





















































300 350 400 
331 
8 1 0 5 
1 Power_SL 
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It is often necessary to store the thrust data in the form of a function instead of an array, as is 
the case above. Since the spline function requires strict monotonic behavior of the driving 
variable (which is not always the case in the thrust arrays), a regression is used to generate the 
function. The same reasoning and process are used below for the power data as well. 
THRUST CURVES 
SEA LEVEL 100% MCP 
VCAS_SL•= min(Speed_SL),(mm(Speed_SL) + 5kts) max(Speed_SL) 
(Speed SL Thrust_SL . 
Thrust_SL_reg_vector = regress , , 3 
^ kts newton 
,
 x f Speed_SL Thrust SL vcAS SL 
ThrustSLfunc VQAS SL) = mterp Thrust_SL_reg_vector, , , 
\ kts newton kts 
Thrust_SL_funcfvcAS_SL) = Thrust_SL_func(vcAS_SL) newton 
333 
SEA LEVEL 80% MCP 
VCAS_SL_80MCP = min(Speed_SL_80MCP),(min(Speed_SL_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_SL_80MCP) 
(Speed_SL_80MCP Thrust SL 80MCP ^ 
Thrust_SL_80MCP_reg_vector = regress , = , 3 
^ kts newton J 
,
 x ( Speed SL 80MCP Thrust SL 80MCP VCAS SL 80MCP 
Thrust_SL_80MCP_func(vcAS SL 80MCP) = mterp Thrust_SL_80MCP_reg_vector, =—= =—= , ——= 
v - - / ^ k t s newton kts 
Thrust_SL_80MCP_func(vcAS_SL_80MCP) = Thrust_SL_80MCP_func(vcAS_SL_80MCP) newton 
SEA LEVEL 60% MCP 
VCAS_SL_60MCP = min(Speed_SL_60MCP),(min(Speed_SL_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_SL_60MCP) 
f Speed_SL_60MCP Thrust SL 60MCP * 
Thrust_SL_60MCP_reg_vector = regress ,3 
V kts newton 
,
 x ( Speed SL 60MCP Thrust SL 60MCP vcAS SL 60MCP 




 ^ kts newton kts 
Thrust_SL_60MCP_func(vcAS_SL_60MCp) = Thrust_SL_60MCP_func(vcAS_SL_60MCP) newton 
334 
FL 100 100% MCP 
VCAS_100 = min(Speed_100),(min(Speed_100) + 5kts) max(Speed_100) 
f SpeedJ 00 Thrust 100 ^ 
Thrust_100 reg vector = regress , ,3 
^ kts newton J 
< ^ ( SpeedJ 00 Thrust 100 VCAS 100 
ThrusMOO June vcAS 100) = mterp Thrust J O0_reg_vector, = , = — v
 - ' \ kts newton kts 
Thrust J 00Junc( vcAS 10o) = Thrust J 00__func(v~CAS 10o) newton 
FL 100 80% MCP 
VCAS_100_80MCP = mm(Speed_100_80MCP),(min(Speed_100_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_100_80MCP) 
(Speed 100 80MCP Thrust 100 80MCP 
Thrust J 00_80MCP_reg_vector = regress — ~ ~ 
Thrust_100_80MCPJunc(vcAS 100 80MCP) = mterpl Thrust J 00_80MCP_reg_vector, 
\ - - / ^ kts newton kts 
Thrust_100_80MCPJunc(vcAS_100_80MCP) = Thrust_100_80MCPJunc(vcAS_100_80MCP) newton 
kts newton 
SpeedJ 00_80MCP Thrust_100_80MCP VCAS_100_80MCP 
335 
FL 100 60% MCP 
VCASJ00_60MCP = mm(SpeedJ00_60MCP),(min{Speed_100_60MCP) + 5kts) max(SpeedJ00_60MCP) 
(Speed 100 60MCP Thrust 100 60MCP ^ 
Thrust J 00_60MCP_reg_vector = regress =—= , =—= ,3 
^ kts newton ) 
„
 t , x ( Speed 100 60MCP Thrust 100 60MCP VCAS 100 60MCP Thrust_100_60MCPJunc(vcAS 100 60MCP) = mterp ThrustJ00_60MCP_reg_vector,— =—= , =—= , =—= v
 - - ' v k t s newton kts 
Thrust_100_60MCPJunc(vcAS_100_60MCP) = ThrustJ00_60MCPJunc(vcASJ00_60MCP) newton 
FL 200 100% MCP 
VCAS_200 = min(Speed_200),(min(Speed_200) + 5kts) max(Speed_200) 
(Speed_200 Thrust_200 * 
Thrust_200_reg_vector = regress , , 3 
^ kts newton 
,
 x ( Speed 200 Thrust 200 vcAS 200 
Thrust_200Jund vcAS_200) = mterp Thrust_200_reg_vector kts newton kts 
Thrust_200Junc(vcAS 200) = Thrust_200_func(vcAS 200) newton 
336 
FL 200 80% MCP 
VCAS_200_80MCP = min(Speed_200_80MCP),(min(Speed_200_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_200_80MCP) 
-ru * ™ * amrsr, fSpeed 200 80MCP Thrust 200 80MCP . Thrust_200_80MCP_reg_vector = regress — - — = — = , =—= , 3 
.
 x f Speed 200 80MCP Thrust 200 80MCP VCAS 200 80MCP 




 ^ kts newton kts 
Thrust_200_80MCPJunc(vcAS_200_80MCP) = Thrust_200_80MCPJunc(vcAS_200_80MCP) newton 
FL 200 60% MCP 
VCAS_200_60MCP = min(Speed_200_60MCP),(min(Speed_200_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_200_60MCP) 
f Speed 200 60MCP Thrust 200 60MCP ^ 
Thrust_200_60MCP_reg_vector = regress — =—= =—= , 3 
V kts newton 
„
 r , v ( Speed 200 60MCP Thrust 200 60MCP vcAS 200 60MCP 
Thrust_200_60MCPJune VCAS 200 60MCP) = mterp Thrust_200_60MCP_reg_vector, =—= , =—= , =—= 
v
 - - ' \ kts newton kts 
Thrust_200_60MCPJunc(vcAS_200_60MCP) = Thrust_200_60MCPJunc(vcAS_200_60MCP) newton 
337 
FL 250 100% MCP 
VCAS_250 = min(Speed_250),(mm(Speed_250) + 5kts) max(Speed_250) 
(Speed_250 Thrust 250 J \ 
Thrust_250 reg_vector = regress , , 3 
^ kts newton ) 
t v ( Speed_250 Thrust 250 VCAS 250 
Thrust_250Junc VCAS 250 = mterp Thrust_250_reg_vector, , , 
x
 ~ ' \ kts newton kts 
Thrust_250Junc(vcAS_25o) = Thrust_250Junc(vcAS_25o) newton 
FL 250 80% MCP 
VCAS_250_80MCP = min(Speed_250_80MCP),(min(Speed_250_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_250_80MCP) 
f Speed 250 80MCP Thrust 250 80MCP J \ 
Thrust_250_80MCP_reg_vector = regress =—= , — = — = ,3 
^ kts newton J 
,
 x ( Speed 250 80MCP Thrust 250 80MCP VCAS 250 80MCP 
Thrust_250 80MCPJunc(vcAS 250 80MCPI = mterp Thrust 250 80MCP reg vector, =—= , =—= =—= 
\ - - f y - kts newton kts 
Thrust_250_80MCPJunc(vcAS_250_80MCP) = Thrust_250_80MCPJunc(vcAS_250_80MCP) newton 
338 
FL 250 60% MCP 
VCAS_250_60MCP = min(Speed_250_60MCP),(mm(Speed_250_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_250_60MCP) 
(Speed 250 60MCP Thrust 250 60MCP ' 
Thrust_250_60MCP_reg_vector = regress =—= , =—= ,3 
^ kts newton 
,
 x ( Speed 250 60MCP Thrust 250 60MCP VCAS 250 60MCP 
Thrust_250_60MCPJune) vcAS 250 60MCP) = mterp Thrust_250_60MCP_reg_vector, = = , = = , = — = 
v
 - - ' \ kts newton kts 
Thrust_250_60MCPJunc(vcAS_250_60MCP) = Thrust_250_60MCPJunc(vcAS_250_60MCP) newton 
FL 300 100% MCP 
vcAS_300 = min(Speed_300),(min(Speed_300) + 5kts) max(Speed_300) 
fSpeed_300 Thrust 300 .' 
Thrust_300_reg_vector = regress , , 3 
^ kts newton 
,
 x ( Speed 300 Thrust 300 vcAS 300 
Thrust_300Junc(vcAS 300) = mterp Thrust_300_reg_vector, = — , 
x
 - ' \ kts newton kts 
Thrust_300Junc(vcAS 30o) = Thrust_300Junc(vcAS 300) newton 
339 
FL 300 80% MCP 
VCAS_300_80MCP = min(Speed_300_80MCP),(min(Speed_300_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_300_80MCP) 
/"Speed 300 80MCP Thrust 300 80MCP ' 
Thrust_300_80MCP_reg_vector = regress =—= , =—= , 3 
V kts newton 
,
 x ( Speed 300 80MCP Thrust 300 80MCP vcAS 300 80MCP 
Thrust_300_80MCPJune VCAS 300 80MCP) = mterp Thrust_300_80MCP_reg_vector, =—= , =—= , = — = 
\ - - / ^ kts newton kts 
Thrust_300_80MCPJunc(vcAS_300_80MCP) = Thrust_300_80MCPJunc(vcAS_300_80MCP) newton 
FL 300 60% MCP 
VCAS_300_60MCP = mm(Speed_300_60MCP),(min(Speed_300_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_300_60MCP) 
(Speed 300 60MCP Thrust 300 60MCP ^ 
Thrust_300_60MCP_reg_vector = regress — =—= , =—= ,3 
^ kts newton J 
,
 x ( Speed 300 60MCP Thrust 300 60MCP vcAS 300 60MCP Thrust_300_60MCPJune/vcAS 300 60MCPJ = mterp ThrustJ300_60MCPjregj/ector, — =—= =—= = — ~ v
 - -
 ;
 V k t s newton kts 
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 
VCAS_SL Speed_SL VCASJOO SpeedJ 00 VCAS_200 Speed_200 vcAS_250 Speed_250 VCAS_300 Speed_300 
kts kts kts kts kts kts kts kts kts kts 
341 
FUEL CURVES 
SEA LEVEL 100% MCP 
VCAS_SL = mm(Speed_SL),(min(Speed_SL) + 5kts) max(Speed_SL) 
Fuel_SL_reg_vector = regress 
Fuel_SLJunc(vcAS_SL) = mterp 
Fuel_SLJunc(vcAS_SL) = Fuel_SL_func(vcAS_SL) 
fSpeed_SL Fuel_SL > 
kts ' kg 
I hr J 
3r  
f Speed SL Fuel SL 







SEA LEVEL 80% MCP 
VCAS_SL_80MCP = min(Speed_SL_80MCP),(min(Speed_SL_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_SL_80MCP) 
Fuel_SL_80MCP_reg_vector = regress fSpeed_SL_80MCP Fuel_SL_80MCP ) 




Speed_SL_80MCP Fuel_SL_80MCP vcAS_SL_80MCP 








SEA LEVEL 60% MCP 
VCAS_SL_60MCP = mm(Speed_SL_60MCP),(min(Speed_SL_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_SL_60MCP) 
Fuel_SL_60MCP_reg_vector = regress fSpeed_SL_60MCP Fuel_SL_60MCP ^ 
kts kg 
hr 




Fuel_SL_60MCPJunc(vcAS_SL_60MCP) = Fuel_SL_60MCPJunc(vcAS_SL_60MCP) — 
FL 100 100% MCP 
VCAS 100 = min(Speed_100),(min(Speed_100) + 5kts) max(Speed_100) 
Fuel_100_reg_vector = regress 
SpeedJ 00 FueM 00 
kts kg 
hr 




Fuel_100Junc(vcAS_100) = FuelJOOJunc(vcASJOo) — 
343 
FL 100 80% MCP 
VCAS_100_80MCP = min(SpeedJ00_80MCP),(min(SpeedJ00_80MCP) + 5kts) max(SpeedJ00_80MCP) 
FuelJ00_80MCP_reg_vector = regress f SpeedJ 00_80MCP Fuel_100_80MCP ^ 
Fuel_100_80MCPJunc(vcAS_100_80MCP) = mterp 
kts kg 
hr 





Fuel_100_80MCPJunc(vcAS_100_80MCP) = Fuel_100_80MCPJunc(vcAS_100_80MCP) — hr 
kts 
FL 100 60% MCP 
VCAS_100_60MCP = min(SpeedJOO_60MCP),(min(SpeedJOO_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_100_60MCP) 
FuelJ00_60MCP_reg_vector = regress 
Fuel_100_60MCPJunc(vcAS_100_60MCP) = mterp 
SpeedJ 00_60MCP Fuel_100_60MCP ^ 
kts kg 
hi7 
Fuel_100_60MCP_reg_vector, Speed_100_60MCP Fuel_100_60MCP vcAS_100_60MCP 








FL 200 100% MCP 
VCAS_200 = min(Speed_200),(min(Speed_200) + 5kts) max(Speed_200) 
Fuel_200_reg_vector = regress 
Speed_200 Fuel_200 









Fuel_200Junc(vcAS_200) = Fuel_200Junc(vcAS_20o) kg hr 
FL 200 80% MCP 
VCAS_200_80MCP = min(Speed_200_80MCP),(min(Speed_200_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_200_80MCP) 
Fuel_200_80MCP_reg_vector = regress (Speed_200_80MCP Fuel_200_80MCP ^ 
kts kg 
hr 
Fuel_200_80MCPJunc(vcAS_200_80MCP) = mterp Fuel_200_80MCP_reg_vector 




Fuel_200_80MCPJunc(vcAS_200_80MCP) = Fuel_200_80MCPJunc(vcAS_200_80MCP) kg hr 
345 
FL 200 60% MCP 
VCAS_200_60MCP = min(Speed_200_60MCP),(min(Speed_200_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_200_60MCP) 
Fuel_200_60MCP_reg_vector = regress 
Fuel_200_60MCPJunc(vcAS__200_60lv1CP) = mterp 
Speed_200_60MCP Fuel_200_60MCP ^] 
kts * kg 
hr~ 




Fuel_200_60MCPJunc(vcAS__200_60MCP) = Fuel_200_60MCPJunc(vcAS_200_60MCP) kg hr 
FL 250 100% MCP 
VCAS_250 = min(Speed_250),(min(Speed_250) + 5kts) max(Speed_250) 
/ 





Fuel_250Junc/vcAS_25o) = mterp Fuel_250_reg_vector 





Fuel_250Junc(vcAS_250) = Fuel_250Junc(vcAS_25o) — hr 
346 
FL 250 80% MCP 
VCAS_250_80MCP = min(Speed_250_80MCP),(min(Speed_250_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_250_80MCP) 
Fuel_250_80MCP_reg_vector = regress 
Fuel_250_80MCPJunc(vcAS_250_80MCP) = mterp 
Speed_250_80MCP Fuel_250_80MCP . 
kts ' kg 
hT 





Fuel_250_80MCPJunc(vcAS_250_80MCP) = Fuel_250_80MCPJunc(vcAS_250_80lvlCP) — 
kts 
FL 250 60% MCP 
VCAS_250_60MCP = min(Speed_250_60MCP),(min(Speed_250_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_250_60MCP) 
Fuel_250_60MCP_reg_vector = regress (Speed_250_60MCP Fuel_250_60MCP ^ 
Fuel_250_60MCPJunc(vcAS_250_60lvlCP) = mterp 
kts kg 
hr" 
Fuel_250_60MCP_reg_vector, Speed_250_60MCP Fuel_250_60MCP VCAS_250_60MCP 








FL 300 100% MCP 
VCAS_300 = min(Speed_300),(min(Speed_300) + 5kts) max(Speed_300) 





Fuel_300Junc(vcAS_30o) = mterp Fuel_300_reg_vector Speed_300 Fuel_300 vcAS_300 kts kg ' kts 
hr 
kg 
Fuel_300Junc(vcAS_300) = Fuel_300Junc(vcAS_30o) — 
FL 300 80% MCP 
VCAS_300_80MCP = min(Speed_300_80MCP),(min(Speed_300_80MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_300_80MCP) 
Fuel_300_80MCP_reg_vector = regress 
(Speed_300_80MCP Fuel_300_80MCP ^ 
kts kg 
hr 
Fuel_300_80MCPJunc(vcAS_300_80MCP) = mterp Fuel_300_80MCP_reg_vector, 





Fuel_300_80MCPJunc(vcAS_300_80MCP) = Fuel_300_80MCPJunc(vcAS_300_80lvlCP) — 
348 
FL 300 60% MCP 
VCAS_300_60MCP = mm(Speed_300_60MCP),(min(Speed_300_60MCP) + 5kts) max(Speed_300_60MCP) 
Fuel_300_60MCP_reg_vector = regress 
Speed_300_60MCP Fuel_300_60MCP "\ 
kts kg 
hr 
Fuel_300_60MCPJunc(vcAS_300_60MCP) = mterp Fuel_300_60MCP_reg_vector, Speed_300_60MCP Fuel_300_60MCP vcAS_300_60MCP kts kg 
hr 
kts 
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 
VCAS_SL Speed_SL vcASJOO SpeedJ 00 vcAS_200 Speed_200 vcAS_250 vcAS_300 
kts kts kts kts kts kts kts kts 
350 
POWER CURVES 
SEA LEVEL 100% MCP 
/'Speed SL Power_SL . 
Power SL reg vector = regress , 3 
- -
 a
- * I, kts watt 
,
 x f Speed SL Power SL VCAS SL 
PowerSLf unci VCAS SL) = mterp Power_SL_reg_vector, =— 
v
 - ' \ kts watt kts 
Power_SLJunc(vcAS_SL) = Power_SLJunc/vcAS SL) watt 
SEA LEVEL 80% MCP 
f Speed_SL 80MCP Power SL 80MCP ^ 
Power SL 80MCP reg vector = regress , =—= ,3 
~ " " V kts watt ) 
,
 x ( Speed SL 80MCP Power SL 80MCP VCAS SL 80MCP 
Power_SL_80MCPJunc(vcAS SL 80MCP) = mterp Power_SL_80MCP_reg_vector,——=—= , , = 
v - - / ^ kts watt kts 
Power_SL_80MCPJunc(vcAS_SL_80MCP) = Power_SL_80MCPJunc(vcAS_SL_80MCP) watt 
SEA LEVEL 60% MCP 
fSpeed_SL_60MCP Power_SL_60MCP ^ 





 ^ kts watt J 
f Speed_SL_60MCP Power_SL_60MCP vcAS_SL_60MCP 
Power_SL_60MCPJunc(vcAS SL 60MCP) = mterp Power_SL_60MCP_reg_vector, , , 
Power_SL_60MCPJunc(vcAS_SL_60MCP) = Power_SL_60MCPJunc(vcAS_SL_60MCP) watt 
351 













_100_80 MC P_reg_vector 
_100_80MCP Junc( vcAS 
_100_80MCP Junc( vcAS 
1





_100_60MCP Junc( vcAS 
_100_60MCPJunc(vcAS 
Power_100 ^ 
watt ' , 
nterp Power J O0_reg_vector, 
Power_100 Junc(vcAS_1 Oo) 
) 
Speed_100 Power J 00 
kts ' watt 
watt 
(Speed 100 80MCP Power 100 80MCP ^ 
= regress , , 3 
^ kts watt 
_100_80MCP) 
_100_80MCP) 





= Power_100_80MCP Junc(vcAS_100_80MCP) 
/Speed 100 60MCP Power 100 60MCP -
= regress , 3 
^ kts watt 
_100_60MCP) 
_100_60MCP) 
= mterp Power_ _100_60MCP_reg_vector, 
) 
Speed_ 























FL 200 100% MCP 
f Speed 200 Power_200 . 
Power 200 reg vector = regress , 3 
" " ^ kts watt 
,
 x ( Speed 200 Power 200 vcAS 200 Power 200 funclvcAS 200) = mterp Power 200_reg_vector, , , = — v
 - ' \ kts watt kts 
Power_200Junc(vcAS_200) = Power_200_func(vcAS 200) watt 
FL 200 80% MCP 
f Speed 200 80MCP Power 200 80MCP ^ 
Power 200 80MCP reg vector = regress =—= =—= , 3 
" ~ " { kts watt 
„
 t . x ( Speed 200 80MCP Power 200 80MCP vcAS 200 80MCP 
Power_200_80MCPJune vcAS 200 80MCP) = mterp Power_200_80MCP_reg_vector, =—= , =—= , =—= 
\ - - i y kts watt kts 
Power_200_80MCPJunc(vcAS_200_80MCp) = Power_200_80MCPJunc(vcAS_200_80MCP) watt 
FL 200 60% MCP 
fSpeed_200_60MCP Power_200_60MCP ^ 
Power 200 60MCP reg vector = regress , , 3 
" - "
 y
" ^ kts watt ) 
.
 x ( Speed 200 60MCP Power 200 60MCP vcAS 200 60MCP Power 200 60MCP funclvcAS 200 60MCP) = mterp Power_200_60MCP_reg_vector, — = , =—= , =—= 
~
 v
 - - ' \ kts watt kts 
Power_200_60MCPJunc(vcAS_200_60MCP) = Power_200_60MCPJunc(vcAS_200_60MCP) watt 
353 
FL 250 100% MCP 
f Speed_250 Power 250 _ 
Power 250 reg vector = regress , 3 
~ ~ V kts watt 
,
 x ( Speed_250 Power 250 vCAS 250 
Power_250Junc vcAS 250) = mterp Power_250_reg_vector, , , 
v - / ^ kts watt kts 
Power_250Junc(vcAS_25o) = Power_250Junc(vcAS_25o) watt 
FL 250 80% MCP 
(Speed 250 80MCP Power 250 80MCP * 
Power_250_80MCP_reg_vector = regress =—= , =—= , 3 
V kts watt 
Power_250_80MCPJunc(vcAS_250_80MCP) = mterp Power_250_80MCP_reg_vector, Speed_250_80MCP Power_250_80MCP vcAS_250_80MCP \ ~ " ~ - - - - >
 kts • waft ' kts 
Power_250_80MCPJunc(vcAS_250_80MCP) = Power_250_80MCPJunc(vcAS_250_80MCP) watt 
FL 250 60% MCP 
(Speed 250 60MCP Power 250 60MCP ^ |^ 
Power 250 60MCP reg vector = regress , , 3 
~ " ~
 b
" \ kts watt J 
.
 x ( Speed_250_60MCP Power_250_60MCP vcAS_250_60MCP 




 ^ kts watt kts 
Power_250_60MCPJunc(vcAS_250_60MCP) = Power_250_60MCPJunc(vcAS_250_60MCP) watt 
354 
FL 300 100% MCP 
fSpeed_300 Power 300 . 
Power 300 reg vector = regress , 3 
" " ^ kts watt 
,
 x ( Speed 300 Power 300 vcAS 300 Power_300Junc(vcAS 300) = interp Power_300jreg_yector, , , — v
 ~ ' V kts watt kts 
Power_300Junc(vcAS_300) = Power_300_func(vcAS 300) watt 
FL 300 80% MCP 
(Speed 300 80MCP Power 300 80MCP ^ 
Power 300 80MCP reg vector = regress =—= =—= , 3 
" " " \ kts watt J 
„
 t , x ( Speed 300 80MCP Power 300 80MCP vcAS 300 80MCP Power_300_80MCPJunc vcAS 300 80MCP) = mterp Power 300 80MCP reg vector, =—= , =—= , = — ~ v
 - -
 ;
 V ~ ~ ~ kts watt kts 
Power_300_80MCPJunc(vcAS_300_80MCP) = Power_300_80MCPJunc(vcAS_300_80MCP) watt 
FL 300 60% MCP 
fSpeed_300_60MCP Power_300_60MCP ^ 
Power 300 60MCP reg vector = regress , 3 
" " "
 y
" ^ kts watt 
x ( Speed 300 60MCP Power 300 60MCP vcAS 300 60MCP 
Power 300_60MCPJunc(vcAS 300 60MCP) = mterp Power_300_60MCP_reg_vector, =—= , =—= , = — = 
\ - - t \ kts watt kts 










Power 100Junc(vcAS_100)6 10 
watt 
Power J 00 
watt 5 105 
O O 
Power_200 Junc( vcAS_200) 
watt 
Power 200 4 10 
watt 
O O 
Power_250Junc(vcAS 250) s 
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 
VCAS_SL Speed_SL VCASJOO SpeedJ 00 vcAS_200 Speed_200 vcAS_250 Speed_250 vcAS_300 Speed_300 
kts kts kts kts kts kts kts kts kts kts 
0 ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
356 
0 WING GEOMETRY 
WING DATA 
Rew(H,vCAS,dlSA) = l^_w fRe(H,vCAS,dlSA) 
bw 
wing aspect ratio (geometric) 
A W = 8.813 
S w 
cmean w = — bw 
Cmean_w= 1.339m 
Swc = Sw _ Swfl 
2 




bwf| = 7.468m 
2 
bwfl" 
Awfl = — — 
Swfl 
Awf|= 5 578 
mean geometric chord 
non-flapped / clean wing area 
flaped wing span 
0 WING GEOMETRY 
357 
El FUSELAGE GEOMETRY 
FUSELAGE DATA 
This section generates the basic aerodynamic and geometric variables from 
the input that was supplied above. 
RiMjus(H,vcAS»diSA) = fRe(H, VCAS^ISA) ifus Reynolds Number of the fuselage 
f4 qus = _ SfUs equivalent df for non-circular cross-section of fuselage 
dfus= 1.3249 m 
db = _ Sb base diameter of the aft base area 
db= 0.505 m 
frfus = _^i finess ratio of the fuselage 
dfus 
frfUs = 6.423 
0 FUSELAGE GEOMETRY 






horizontal tail geometric aspect ratio / see figures 2 5 - 2 7 
Ah = 4 0026 
cmean h = 
Sh 
bh 
mean geometric chord of the horizontal tail 
cmean h = 0 974m 
cemp e h = cmean h exposed empennage surface / exposed mean geometric chord 
A-h 
tipchordh 
Cemp_e_h horizontal tailplane taper ratio 
x h = 0 4 3 8 
Swet_emp_h = 2 Sh 
Swet_emp_h = 7 85 m 
1 + 0 2 5 th 1 + t h ^h 
cemp_e_h 1 + ^h j 
359 
VERTICAL TAILPLANE 
2 bv vertical tail geometric aspect ratio / see figures 2 5 - 2 7 
Av = ^ -
AV= 1.2893 
mean geometric chord of the vertical tail 
Sv 
Cmean v = y— bv 
cmean_v= 1.474 m 
Vertical tailplane surface wetted area (Figure 4 6 / Appendix B) 
cemp_e_v - cmean_v exposed empennage surface / exposed mean geometric chord 
tipchordv 
v
 rootchordv horizontal tailplane taper ratio 
^v= 0.525 
Swet_emp_v =2 Sv 'WO.25 W 1 + T v X ' cemp_e_v 1 + Xv , 
Swet_emp_v = 5.741 rrT 
0 EMPENNAGE GEOMETRY 
360 
0WING LIFT (PSW) 
AREA, SPAN, 
a = 0 23 















































































3D CL AND CM DATA AT DIFFERENT AOAs 
Values of alfa below refer to the coordinate system in the panel code, which is not 
necessarily the same as the one used here. 
alfa = 0 deg alfa = 2 deg alfa = 4 deg alfa = 6 deg 
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 C L 3 d 2 
CLmeanO = — CLmean2 = ™ ° L 3 d 2 
X a r e a £area 
CLmeanO = 0.301 CLmean2 = 0.481 
C L m e a n 4 ^ ^ ^ C^eanS = = ^ * 
2 > r e a £area 
CLmean4 = 0.659 CLmean6 = 0.836 
C L ^ 3 ^ 8 ^ ^
 = area_^L3d10 
Z a r e a £area 
CLmean8= 1-013 CLmean10= 1.188 
CLmean12 = ^ C L 3 < m n area CL3d14 
meani^ CLmean14 = 
2 / r e a £area 
CLmean12 = 1.362 CLmean14 = 1.534 
_. area CL3d16 
'-''-mean 16 = X^area 
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o o o o o o o o o 
CLaveO 










CLaVe4 = 0.657 
CLave8 





























CLave6 = 0.834 
CLavelO 




CLgvelO = 1-185 
CLave14 
Span23 ~ SP£m0 
span23 
CLfuncti4(sp)dsp 
^ spano j 
CLave14= 1-324 
367 
b = 0 8 
AIRFOIL LIFT CURVE FROM DA-40/42 USED FOR CALIBRATION 
i =0 8 

























































a =-10 deg,-9.9 deg 25 deg 
sphnevec_clean = psphne(a dean ,q_clean) 
C|_cleanl(a) = interp(splinevec_clean,aclean,C|_Ciean,a) 
C|_w_clean(cx) = C|_C|eanl(a) 
ciwclean(a) Aw 
CL wclean(a) = 
A w + 2 
368 
a := -10 deg,-9.9 deg.. 25- deg 
lift_curve:= pspline( angle, coeff) 














-10 "5 0 
0 W I N G LIFT (PSW) 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
5 10 15 
a angle
 a angle 
deg ' deg ' deg ' deg 
1 





0 T R I M AERODYNAMICS [CLEAN] 
TRIM REQUIREMENT / CLEAN 
Evaluates the required lift coefficient of the horizontal tail, needed for trimmed balance condition. 
cM0wf clean = CmO clean 
TRIM REQUIREMENT / BALANCE CONDITION 
xNPwf = 2.38m 
XCG = 2.35 m 
xNPh= 7.372m 
lu_h = 0 767m 
'a w - 1 -35m 
CMOwf clean = -0.066 
0 = CMOW clean + CMOf clean -
XACw = 2.575m 
XACh = 7.372m 
CM0w_clean = CMmeanO 
CMOf clean = -0.055 
mass g Sh ] 
—T \
 0 + C|_h c l e a n ~^T~ 




CMmeanO = -0.056 
for15%SM 
same as old 
from 0 deg mean PSW 
CM mm from WT 
XACw-XCG XACh-XCG Sh l^_h Sh 
; Cj_h clean ; — + CMOh 
•|i_W »H_w l^_w S w 
370 
CLh_clean(VCAS. mass) := 
( mass' A 1 ) 
^IVIUW uean • ^IVIUI ciean / \
 0 




CLh_clean(vCAS, 2000kg)_Q 5 
( XACw ~ XCG XACh - XCG^ 
+ 
<ACw - XCG " 
•|i_W 
_ 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 150 200 250 300 350 
VCAS 
kts 




0 WING ANGLE OF ATTACK 
WING ANGLE OF ATTACK 
CLW clean(mass,vCAS) = r ^ \ 9Q + CLh clean(vCAS,mass) • — horizontal cruise flight 
v ;
 qs(vcAS) • Sw v ' Sw 
a := 0 deg expected value for a must be defined for the numerical method 
Given 
lift_curve(a) = C|_w_clean(mass,vcAS) 
aw_clean(mass,vcAs):= Fin<>(<*) 
15 
aw_clean(2000 kg,220 kts) = -0.974deg 
aw_clean(2000kg,vcAs) 1 0 
deg 
0 0




~ 0 100 200 300 400 
VCAS 
kts 
0 WING ANGLE OF ATTACK 
O 




0 LIFT DISTRIBUTION 
angle = 1 deg 
angle = 9 deg 
angle = 3 deg 
angle = 11 deg 
angle = 5 deg 
angle = 13 deg 
6 
angle = 7 deg 
angle = 15 deg angle = 17 deg 
CL3Dmcomp(mass, VQAS >sPan) 
anglen 














































(CLfunct2(span) - CLfunctQ(span)) 
(CLfunct4(span) - CLfunct2(span)) 
(CLfunct6(span) - CLfunct4(span)) 
(CLfunct8(span) - CLfunct6(span)) 
(CLfunct-io(span) - CLfuncts(span)) 





a n Q l e i aw_clean(mass,vcAS) a n 9 6 2 
deg deg deg 
deg 
angle 
62 <*w clean(mass,vcAS) 
< = i L deg deg 
z \ angle. 
3 ocw dean mass,VCAS 4 
- < — = < 
deg deg deg 
deg deg 


































(CLfuncti2(span) - CLfunctio(span)) 
B5 «
 w_ciean(mass, VQAS) 
deg deg deg 
(CLfuncti4(span) - CLfuncti2(span)) 
a n 9 l e 6 aw_clean(mass>VCAs) a n g l e 7 
deg deg 
(CLfuncti6(span) - CLfunct<i4(span)) 
deg deg 
angle 7 ocw_ciean(mass,vcAs) 
deg deg 
CL3D(mass, vcAS> span, H ,dlSA) CL3Dincomp(mass, vcAS, span) 
P(H,vCAS>dlSA) 




CLfunct2(sp) l 4 
CLfunct4(sp) 







, v 0.6 
CL3Dincomp(2000kg, 220kts, sp) 
X X 






0 LIFT DISTRIBUTION 
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0WING DRAG (X-FOIL) 
2D Wing 
Re = 8.3 million 
c2 = 0 17 























































CDw(mass,vcAS»span,H,dlSA) = linterp(CLte1,CDte1,CL3D(mass,vcAS>span,H,dlSA)) 
Note: areas of the wing segments used below for calculation of drag only correspond to the 
starboard wing, therefore they need to be multiplied by 2. 
DRAG COMPUTED USING VARYING RE 
Drag_form(mass,vcAS'H>d,SA) = V * CDw/mass,vcAS'SPan ,H,dlSAJ (2 area)a qs(vcAs) 
a 
Drag_form(2000kg,220kts,25000ft,OK) = 452.83newton 
378 
1 
Drag due to lift 
























ahft = 0 deg,0.1 deg 25 deg 
spaneff_curve(a) = lmterp(angle,speff,a) 
379 
1.1 
spaneff_curve(aw_clean(2000kg,vcAs)) 1.05 " 





 w_clean(mass, VCAS)) 
7i- Aw- spaneff_curve(aw_clean(2000kg,vcAs)) 
CDLellipt(mass,vcAS) := 
lift_curve(a
 w_clean(mass, VCAS)) 
71 • Aw 
















Total wing drag 
Drag_wing(mass,VCAS*H,dlSA) := Drag_form(mass,vcAS>H,dlSA) + Drag_lift(mass,vcAS) 
Drag_wing(2000kg,220kts,25000ft,OK) = 516.631 newton 
0 W I N G DRAG (X-FOIL) 
381 
0 TAIL DRAG (X-FOIL) 
2D Tail 
Airfoil used: NACA 0014 
Re: 4mio 
d = 0 30 


































































































































































1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
L0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 
alfatail 
, , CLh clean(VCAS. mass) 
CLh(mass.vCAS.H,d.SA):= " ( H ^ d | S A ) 
Sh 
CDhor_tail_form(mass,vcAS.H>dlSA) := linterp(CLtail,CDtail,C|_h(mass,vcAS.H>dlSA)) • — 
Sv 





Drag due to lift 
C|_h(mass,vcAS>H,dlSA) Sh 
CDhor_tail_lift( mass, vcAS> H,dlSA) = - '— — 1 ;
 * Ah eh S w 
Total tail drag 
CDtail(mass,vcAS.H.dlSA) = CDhortailJormlmass^cAS.H.d'SA) + CDhor_tail_lift(mass,vcAS.H,dlSA) + CDver_tail 
Drag_tail(mass,vcAS.H,dlSA) = CDtail(mass,vcAS.H.dlSA) 2 V a r e a j qs(vcAs) 
0 TAIL DRAG (X-FOIL) 
385 
0 FUSELAGE DRAG 
Fuselage 
























































































a =-5 deg,-4.9 deg 20 deg 
CDfuse_alfa(a) = linterp(fusealfa,CDfuse,a) 
CDfuse_wt(mass,VCAS) = CDfuse_alfa(aw clean(™ass,vcAS)) 
CDfuse(mass,vcAS.H.dlSA) = CDfuse_wt/mass,vcAs) 
47 in fRefo ft, 170 — ,0 K] 
"v sec ) 
{ Ifus fRe(H,vCAS.dlSA) ) 
0 13 








0 FUSELAGE DRAG 
388 
